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ABSTRACT 
In Chapter one of the thesis we construct a module for the toroidal Lie 
algebra and the extended toroidal Lie algebra of type Al. The Fock module 
representat ion obtained here is faithful and completely reducible over the 
extended toroidal Lie algebra. We also study the level two vertex opera- 
tor representation of the toroidal Lie algebra of type .A1. This generalizes 
the Leporvsky-Wilson study of the principal level two standard module for 
4 .  In Chapter two we present a complete description of the TKK algebra 
t ( 7 ( ~ ) ) ,  which allows us in Chapter three to give a faithful representation 
to this Lie algebra by vertex operators. In the construction of this TKK alge- 
bra by vertex operators the Clifford algebra enters the picture. The situation 
here is similar to. but more complicated than. that for the level 2 standard 
A:"-module and the lwei 1 standard @')-module, where the Lie algebras of 
operators act on a vector space of mixed boson-fermion states. In the last 
chapter of the thesis we give two constructions for the toroidal Lie algebra of 
type B( ( I  2 3) by vertes operators. The first construction is related to the 
folding of Dynkin diagram of D::\ and a two-cocycle necessary for the vertex 
operator construction. This construction also suggests a direct construction 
of the toroidal Lie algebra of type BI by vertex operators. In fact. the second 
construct ion generalizes the Leporvsk y- Primc construct ion of the level one 
standard module of B(') to the toroidal case. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In this thesis we study the vertex operator representations for some infinite di- 
mensional Lie algebras related to the extended affine Lie algebras. The thesis consists 
of four chapters. In Chapter L we give two constructions of the toroidal Lie algebras 
of type .-II by twisted vertex operators. Chapter '2 is devoted to the study of the 
universal central extension G ( 7 )  [see Proposition 2.321 of the Tits- Iiantor- Koecher 
algebra (or TKK algebra lor short) for certain Jordan algebra I which comes from 
sernilat.tices as in [.Ar\BGP]. The structure of g(7)  will be described in terms of 
power series identities. This allows us to go on. in Chapter 3. to study the vertes 
operator representation of G ( 7 ) .  Finally. in Chapter 4 we study the vertex operator 
representations of the toroidal Lie algebra of type BI. Indeed. two constructions of 
this algebra are given in this chapter. 
In the late sixties Kac [ K l ]  and LLoody [!do] independently introduced and studied 
a new class of infinite-dimensional Lie algebras. which are now ilniversally called Iiac- 
Moody algebras. With important applications in nonlinear evolution equations. num- 
her theory. statistical mechanics. and quantum field theory. the theory of liac-hloody 
algebras has become a major focus of interest in both mathematics and physics. In 
the past twenty years these algebras have been studied systematicall>- both in depth 
and in scope. Since then. some generalized notions of Iiac-SIoody algebras have arisen 
from different contexts. To give a brief description. we first recall the definitions of 
liac-Moody algebras and some of their generalizations. 
An integral n x n matris -4 = (a; , )  is called a generalized Cartan matrix if it 
satisfies the following concli tions: 
a;;  = '2. for i = 1. '3.. . . . n. 
a;j 5 0. for all i # J. 
for i. j = I ,  2. . . . . n. Let G r ( i l )  be the complex Lie algebra with generators ei .  f,. hi. i = 
1.2. . . . . r z .  and the following relations: 
for i. j = 1.2.. . . .n .  Then the Kac-SIoocly algebra E(.4). associated with the gener- 
alized Cartan matrix -4. is the quotient of Gf(.4) b~ the largest ideal which intersects 
the span of h h 2 .  . . . . h n  trivially. In particular. i f  the matrix -4 is indecomposahle 
and has nul:ity one [cf [1<2].[1IP]]. then G( -4) forms an important class of Iiac-SIoo* 
algebras. which are called the affine Lie algebras. From [Ii'][.\lP]. one can see a con- 
crete construction of all affine Lie algebras. In fact. for a simplc finite-dimensional 
Lie algebras E. the corresponding affine Lie algebra G(') is isomorphic to the  universal 
central estension of the  loop algebra 
n-here A = ~ [ t .  f - I ] .  
.-\s a generalization of Iiac-.\Ioocly algebras. one extends the definition of a gen- 
eralized C'artan matrix to he an integral matris .-L = ( n , , )  such that 
r r , , = ? . f o r i = l . ?  ..... 1 1 .  
a , ,  < O(rcsp. > 0)  implies u,,  < O(resp. > 0). for i. J = 1.2.. . . . n .  
then the Lie algebra G(.-I) attached to this matrix .-I u-ith some generators and re- 
lations [cl. [SlI][BM][BZ][C;al]] form an interesting class of infinite-dimensional Lie 
algebras. These Lie algebras. now known as the generalized intersect ion mat r i s  alge- 
bras (or GI>[ algebras for short). were first developed by Slodow~- [Sll] and motivated 
by the theory of singulari t ies. 
On the other hand. i f  one estends the definition of a generalized Cartan nlatris 
t o  be a real matrix -4 = (a , , ) I , ,Eb here I is a (finite or) countable index set. satisfying 
the following conditions: 
-4 is symmet rizable. 
utJ 5 0 if i f j .  
i f  a,; > 0. then 3 E Z. 
for i. j E I. then the  Lie algebra G( .-I) associated to the mat ris .-l with some generators 
aucl relations [cf. [Boll [JLiV]] also forms a generalized Iiac-lloody algebra. which is 
sometimes called a Borcherds algebra. This class of generalized Iiac-blood?- algebras 
is of great interest because it contains a spacial infinite-dimensional Lie algebra. the 
monster Lie algebra. Borcherds [Bo'L] uses this monster Lie algebra to gi1.e a positive 
answer to the C'onway-X'orton conjecture [C'S]. 
. h o t  her natural generalization of Iiac-Moody algebras is the toroidal Lie algebras. 
which are defined and studied by SIoody. Rao and Yokonuma [.LIRl*] [EhI](see also 
[Fr1][41S][S1'2][Ua]). A toroitlal Lie algebra is a perfect central extension of the Lie 
algebra E -2 -4, where is a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra over C. and .-I, is 
the ring of Laurent poIj-nomials in commuting variables to.  t l . .  . . -1,. v > 0 over C. 
i\'hen Y = 0 they are precisely the untwisted affine Iiac-SIoocly algebras ivhich have 
been studied intensively hot h from the phj-sical and mathematical points of view. 
In 1990 Hoegh-Iirohn and Torresani [H-KT] int rocluceci a new class of Lie alsebras 
under t h e  name quasi-simple Lie algehras in an at tempt to generalize t h e  affine Iiac- 
Iloocl!- algebrzs. These Lie algebras arc now called the estencled afFinc Lie algebras 
(or E.ALA's for short).  The E.AL.4.s are indeed natural generalization of the finite- 
dimensional simple Lie algehras. the affine Lie algebras as wrll as t h e  toroitlal Lie 
algebras. The first classifi cat ion results on E.AL.-\'s were proved in [BC; I i ]  and [ B G K N ]  
(see also [Ga3]). Recently. a systematic study of the classification of the E-\LA'S has 
heen developed in [AABCP] (see also [.AG] and [Sa]). 
In the s t u d .  of the afine Kac-Moody algehras. one important direction of re- 
search. after the classification. is the construction of stantlard modules by vertex 
operator representations. which give an esplici t cont ruction of the standard modules. 
Applications of this allows construction of soliton solutions for some nonlinear evolu- 
t ion equations such as the nonlinear Korteweg-de Vries equations and the nonlinear 
Schrodinger equations (see [DIiM] [K'] ). 
Lertes operators were tiiscovered by physicists in the  stucly of string theory. Lep- 
o r v s k  and LL.ilson [LC\-I] were the first to discover the  construction of the affine Lie 
algebra .I\'' h>- using vertes operators. Soon after [LL\:L] t he  construct ion was gen- 
eralized h- liac. Iiazhdan. Leporvsky and U'ilson [I< I< LU.1 t o  all simply-laced affine 
Lie algebra of type -4. D. E. and Frenkel [Fr-L] gave a new impetus to the boson- 
lermion correspondence. The modules constructed in [LLVL][KIiLW] are  often calied 
the  principal level one  standard modules. The  same level one  modules of the affine Lie 
algebras of tj-pe -4. D. E. in the  homogeneous picture. were constructed b!- Frankel 
and Iiac in [FIi] and also by Segal [Seg]. 
For t h e  toroidal Lie algebras the homogeneous construction b!. vertes operators 
was first studied 11~- I Iood~- .  Rao and Iokonurna [SIR\r'][EIIj. In these papers they 
constructecL faithful ver tes  operator representations for t h e  uni\-ersal central estension 
of ., -4,. where is a simpl--laced finite dimensional simple Lie algebra over C. 
This whole construction is a generalization of the  Frenkel-Iiac and Segal 1~1-cl one 
const r i~c t  ions for t h e  atfinc Iiac- Nootly algebras. I-nlilie t he  affine case. t he unil-crsal 
central extension of 1 -4,. u > 1. has a in fin it^ rlirlle~lsional center. and the vertes 
operator representat ions [.\IRl-][ESI] are. in fact. not cornpletelx rrclucible over the 
toroiclal Lie algebras. Recent 1)-. Billig [Bi 1 ] generalizecl the level one cunst ruct ion 
by LC- Icazhdan-Lepo~-skjs-\\-ilson f r t h e  affine case. t o  obtain a principal vertex 
operator representation of the toroidal Lie algebras. In [Bi l ]  some derivations of 
t he  Laurcnt plo~mornial ring .-I, are added t o  the toroidal Lie algebra to form an 
estendetl algebra. The \-ertes operator representation is irreducible over t his estencled 
toroiclal L ie  algebra. .'is an  application. Billig [Bi"] constructs a n  extension of the 
I id \ .  hierarchy from t h e  vertex operator representation given in [Bill. 
Among the  affine Iiac-hloody algebras. .-I:') is the simplest. Discoveries in the 
case .-I\'' have frequently led to  fruitful new directions For t he  general theory. Due to 
t l ~ i s  reason. in Chapter  1 we mill consider an  analogue of t he  level one and level two 
representat ions for the affine Lac-Moody algebra .-I:') by twisted vertex operators. 
-4s in [E.LIY][FL.LI]. we start with a finite rank even lattice T. equipped with a non- 
degenerate symmetric form. and form a Heisenberg algebra 'I?. I-sing 7? and an 
estension of the standard Fock module of 7X we construct a module for both the 
toroidal Lie algebra and the extended toroidal algebra of type .-I,. The Fock module 
representation obtained here is faithful. and is completel>. recluci ble ol-er the estended 
toroidal Lie algebra. and all its irrducible constituents are incleed isomorphic to the 
corresponding module obtained in [Bi 11. In fact. it was this work [Bi l ]  which provided 
me with some of the necessary insight to obtain the vertes operator representations 
which are studied here. 
\\ will also study the level two \-ertes operator representation of the toroidal 
Lie  algebra of type . - I I .  This generalizes the Lepowsky-\Vilson study [L\V'2] of the 
principal level two stantlard module for -4;''. iVc cltl  this from n fermionic point 
of view. and to the best of our knowledge this is the first time that tlw fcrmonic 
framework has been used for the toroiclal Lie algebras. This framework also comes 
into Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 
In C'liapter 2 \re st~lcly the universal central estension of TIiI i  algrhras. The TIiIi 
algebra K ( J )  is obtained from a Jordan algebra J by using the Ti ts-liantor- Iioecher 
construction (see[Jl. 1- I I I .3 ] ) .  In [X:IBGP]. the>- start with a semilattice -5' to define 
a Jordan algebra ;T = J(5 ' ) .  From J(5) they cont ruct an esarnplc of an estendecl 
affine Lie algebra with an extended affine root system of type .-II .  
CVhen one specializes this construction to the smallest possible semi-lat t ice in 
two 1-ariables. one obtains the smallest estencled affine Lie algebra which is not of 
finite or affinc type. That is. it has the smallest possible root system whicti is not 
finite or affine (see [AXBGP]). For this reason we will call the ~stenclecl affine Lie 
algebra arising from this semilattice the Baby algebra. We stucly this Baby algebra 
extensively in Chapter 2 and Chapter 13. 
Sote  that  in studying the affine theory it was the case that the algebra :\I1) was 
studied first. and it makes good sense to follow this program here. However. from a 
cursory knowledge of the class of estended affine Lie algebras one might think that 
the toroidal algebra of type .-\I should be  the first to he studied. and indeed this 
is one reason that they occupied our at tent ion in C'hapter I .  We feel that a ~ o o d  
knowledge of this algebra antl the Babj- algebra is necessary for the tlevelopment of 
further theory. 
C k  will see (in Proposition 2 .2 .3 )  that X ( J )  is isomorphic to the following Lie 
where Incier(3) is the set of inner clerit-at ions of the Jorclan algebra ~ 7 .  Thus this 
rTIi[i algehra K ( J )  comes from the smallest finite dirnet~sional simple Lie algebra 
1 )  bL-e will indeed concernt rate on a .Jordan algebra 3 := J-7(.5'). if-here S is the 
-smallest' (non-lattice) semilattice. and this will be t h e  coordinate algebra of the Baby 
algebra. \Lee close Chapter 2 by describing the structure of G ( J  j. the uni\-ersal central 
extension of t h e  TI< I i  algebra G ( 7 ) .  in terms of fornlal power series identities in formal 
variables. This will allow us to go on to stutlj- the vertex operator representation of 
C u , .  
In C'hapter : I  rye constri-~ct a module for the universal central cstcnsion G ( J ' )  of 
t h e  TKIi  algebra E ! J )  antl the extended TIiIi algebra G(;7) (see (see (3.4-2)) I)>- 
vertex operators. In fact. i f  I< is the itleal of G ( J )  defi net1 in Section 3.4. then the 
quotient C ( J ) / I <  is isomorphic to the  extended affine Lie algebra of type .-Il given 
in [III.? in A.ABGP]. Moreover. an interesting consequence of our  results is that two 
vertes operator representations of the toroiclal Lie algebra of type .Al  in the principal 
and homogeneous pict~ires are direct consequence of the vertex operator construction 
of t h e  Lie algebra G ( J )  (see Section 3 . 5 ) .  
Finally. in Chapt.er 4 we study the ~ w t e s  operator representat ions for the toroidal 
Lie algehra of type B, ( I  2 3 ) .  \ve wiil give t.wo constructions of this algehra. we 
start with an  integral lattice Q which indeed contains the affine root lattices Q(D;:',) 
and Q ( B ~ ' ) )  as sublattices. To define the full Fock space I* [see ( -4 .3 .6) ]  which affords 
a representation of the toroidal Lie algebra of txpe Bi by vertex operators. we define 
a group algebra c[Q] of Q with the twisted multiplication eJe7 = c(3.7)et3+' for 
.I. 7 E Q. where the map 6 :  Q x Q - { K I  ti4 = 1)  satisfies the 2-cocycle condition 
[see Lemma 4.3.11. It follows from the construction of this algebra that the Fock 
space I -  indeed also afford a vertex operator representation (see Theorem 4.5.2) of 
the Clifford algebra W .  which is spanned by the elements d, ( j  E '1Z + I )  with the 
relation st&, + v-;L.~ = -.L6i+,.0. ( i .  j E 22 + 1 ). The construction studied in Section 
4.3 and Section -1.4 suggests a direct construction of the toroidal Lie algebra of type 
B! (see Theorem 4.6.1). In fact. this construction generalizes the Lepowsk.-Primc 
construct ion of the level one standard module of B;') [LP I] to the toroidal case. 
As the basic set up in the study of vertex operator representations is well known 
in the afine Lie algebras case. we will be brief and assume the hasics on notation. and 
delta function ident,ities. As has become customary we will only state t h e  notions and 
fundamental results which we will make use of. For details orre may consult [FLhI]. 
Ho\re\-er. for the henefit of the reader we provide all necessar?. references. 
Chapter 1 
Principal Constructions of the Toroidal Lie Al- 
gebra of Type Al 
In this chapter. we will consider an analogue of the level one and level two prin- 
cipal representat ions for t he affine Kac-.\loo* algebra .-I\') hy vertes operators. As 
in [EII\'][FLAI]. we start with a finite rank even lattice T. equipped with a non- 
&generate symmetric form. and form a Heisenberg algebra 'H. k i n g  H and an 
estension of the standard Fock module of g .  we construct a module for both the  
toroidal Lie algebra and the estended toroidal algebra of type -4'. The Fock module 
represent a t  ion obtained here is fait hful. and is completely retluci hle over an est  ended 
toroidal Lie algebra. 
CL-e will also stucl!- the level two ~ e r t e s  operator representation of the toroidal Lie 
algebra of type .-II. This generalizes the Lepowsk>--\\:ilson study of the principal level 
two standard motlule for .4\'). see [LW?]. 
This chapter is organized as follo~vs. In nest section we set u p  some notation to 
be used in  this chapter and then we recall the structure of the toroitlal Lie algebra 
6 of type .A1. which is the universial central extension of s 1 2 ( C )  :I: -I,. The structure 
of < will be described in terms of formal power series in commuting formal variables. 
In Section 1.3 we define an even lattice T. and from which we form a (principal) 
Heisenberg algebra e. and its standard irreducible Fock module ~(7k) .  Section 1.4 
is devoted to the definition of the vertex operators. We close this section with the 
main results. Theorem 1.4.2 and Theorem 1.4.3. of this chapter. Section 1.5 and 
Section 1.6 are concerned with the proof of Theorem 1.4.2 and Theorem 1 A.3 respec- 
tively. In Section 1.7 we prove that the toroidal Lie algebra is faithfully represented 
Ily t h e  \-ertes operators. The structure of the module is also s tudied in this section. 
Finally. in Section 1  .S we study the le\-el two modrile of G. 
5 1.2 The Toroidal Lie Algebra [o] of Type A 
\\IF. will use the  not at ion N for the set of natural numbers {O. 1. '2. . . . } . and Z. Z, .Z- 
for the  sets of integers. positive integers and negative integers respectivel>-. The set 
of complex numbers will he clenotecl by C. 
Let { E .  f - h ) be the  Che\alley basis of s l (2 .  c). and ( -. ) t he  symmetric bilinear 
form defined h>- 
( 1 2 . 1 )  ( . ) = t r ( . ) .  for . r .yE . . i l ( ? .C) .  
Let .-I = c[-$*'. f f l . .  . . t : ' ]  be t h e  ring of Laurent polynomials in commuting variables 
--+ 
.$. t . . . . t,. For simplicit!.. we write t " = f ;' . . 1,"" for 7 = ( r1 . . . . I? ) E ZY. 
( v 2 1 ). Then the toroidal Lie algebra of tj-pe .-Il is the  vector space ( [.\IR\-i[E.\I] ) 
wit 11 the relations 
and  
where 1 . y  E s l ( 2 . C ) .  f l . f 2  E -4 and rn E z.$  = ( n l . - - - . n u )  E 2". 
For simplicity. we write 
for m E Z. ;i* E Z". i = 1.2.. . . . v. Thus. we have  
for mi E Z . T i  = ( n i l . .  . . .n, ,)  E ZU.i = 1.2. T~IUS. wi th  th is  notation. (1.2.4) can 
expressed as foIlows 
where ,no E Z . Z  = ( m l  ..... nz,) E z". 
Let B be an  involotion (i.e. autmorphisrn of order two [FLSI] ) of -4 2. C )  defined 
we put s* = f & r .  then {.r+. .r-. Ir } form a basis of s[(.'. C) satisl!-ing 
- 
\\i. extend O to he an autornorphism of E by defining 
( 12.10) o : s : I :  h(.S. t l . .  . . . t " )  t-t Q ( . r )  : j 1 ( - . 5 .  t l . .  . . . t " ) .  
C',(m. Ti') c (-1)"CJnl. Ti') 
for .r E s f ( 2 . C ) .  f l ( s . t l . .  ... 1,) E -4 and r~ E Z . 2  E z".; = 0. I . . .  . .v. 
It is easy to see that the fixed-point set of O forms a Lie sulxdgehra G[8] of c. 
which intleecl is spanned by t h e  elements 
Proposition 1.2.1 The subalgebra &#I is isomorphic to the toroidal Lie algebra 
C. 
Proof. M e  define a map o : C 7 G[8] by 
--+ for m E Z. n E Z Y .  i = 1. -2.. . . . u. It is easy to check that o defines a n  Lie algebra 
isomorphism from to G[O] .  
a 
I\.-e wiill identify t h e  toroitlal Lie algebra wi th  its subalgebra G[o] 1-ia this iso- 
morphism o. For convenience. we write 
for 1 1 ,  E z.T zL1. 
A 
Thus the structure of G[O] can be clescri bed as follow 
( 1.2.16) [-Y(rno. SF:). .y(no. 7)]  
and 
( 1-2-17] 
It  is clear that G[B] has a natural zo+ '-gradation 
--) ---; for nlO. 120 € Z. m .  rz f 2". 
Let z .  w. r l .  . . . he formal 1-ariables. Mh define 
For i = 0. I . .  . . . v. Ti' Z". Then the  structure (1.2.1-k)-(l.2.lS) of G[O] can be rewrit- 
t en  compactly in terms of formal power series. 
Lemma 1.2.2 The commutation relat.ions ( 1.2.14)-( 1.2.1S) of G [ B ]  are equivalent 
to t h e  following formal power series identities. 
V 
It' 
- C rn,C,( tr. Z + 7?))6(--). 
- +  :i for m .  n E Z". where D, = z z .  and 
. - 
Proof. The results of th is  Lemma follow by expanding the formal power series on 
hot h sides cf the  identi t ies ( 1.2.21)-( 1.2.24). and comparing t h e  coefficients of z ' m J .  
;. j E Z. 
5 1.3 The Heisenberg Algebra and Fock Space M 
Let rl = (zc; 3 zd; )  1. Z a l  be a free additive group generated by t h e  symbols 
0,. ci. d , .  i = 1. . . . . v. We define a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form ( -. - )  : 
r l  x r ,  -+ z by 
. . for 1 . 1  = 1.2 . . . . .  v. 
- 
Set H = C : f f l r  l .  and  form a Lie algebra N. which is generated h>. the  s>-mbols 
al(rnj.  ct(n).di(r2) and co. ( i  = 1.2.. .. . u . m  E 'i! + 1.n E Z). and t h e  relations 
for r .  a E '2 + 1. r n .  r? E Z. i. j = 1.2.. . . . v. and cu is central. 
- 
I f  we set c t l ( 2 r n )  = c;('lm + 1) = d,('Ln~ + 1) = 0. for r n  E Z. ive can espress 7.C as 
follows 
It is clear tha t  
and  contains a Heisenberg subalgebra 
Let ?$ = H ( k )  \:e know that the symmetric algebra ~ ( k  ) affords a n  
X-irreducible %-module. The action of FZ on s(G-) is defined by s q i n g  
co acts as ko. (I;, E C \ {O}) .  
n ( 0 )  acts t riviallj-. 
a ( - r n )  acts as multiplication by a ( - n ~ ) .  and a ( m )  acts as partial clitferential 
operator such that 
for ct.6 f H. m . n  E Z+. 
Now we form the Fock space 
where c[To] is the usual group algebra associated with the lattice To = +15,5,(Zc, 5 
~ c l ;  ). Its base elements are of the form E - ' .  -; f ro. 
- 
\%-e estend -.M to he hot h a n  H-module and a ~ [ T ~ ! - m o t l u l e  by defining 
51.4 First Cbnstmction of g[8] IIJ- i e r t e s  Operators 
A 
In this section. we will give a vertes operator representat'ion of G[O] .  The con- 
struction is a generalization of the level one representation of the affine Lie algebra 
.-I\') by vertes operators [L\VI] [LI] .  That  is. ire require that  ca acts as f . and we want 
- A 
to  extend t h e  representation 'H on  .M to a representation of G[O] o n  .M by vertex 
opcrat ors. 
For convenience. we set 
Here. t h e  operators c".  z" are defined by 
for cr E Enl F ( + I  j,5,Zc,). c 7  1 rl E .M. 
I f  . ~ - , ) ( C L .  z ) is rspandetl as a formal potver series in z .  then the coefficient of - - I .  
written as .r,,(j.a). is an operator acting on .M. Therefore. .\-,,(ct. 2 )  can be lormall>- 
cspnntletl as follow 
The following Lemma is clear 
or equivalently. 
for j E E .  
Xoiv. n-e state our main results 
Theorem 1.4.2 The subspace. acting o n  .M. spanned by the operators 
( 1 .43)  
For j = l .  2 .  . . . . u. is a Lie algebar n-hich is isomorphic to t h e  toroitlal Lie algebra 
G[B]  bj- the map cy gi\*en as follows. 
Theorem 1.4.3 The subspace. spanned bj- the operators z.1, (2n. x, 5,5, rnic;) to- 
get her with t h e  operators given in Theorem 1.4.2. is a Lie algebra which is isomorphic 
to the extended toroitlal Lie algebra 
where 
The additional commutation relations in G[O] 5 D are given as follows (see [EhI]) 
1.2.. . . . u. The isomorphism is clefined b ~ -  es tend ing  P from T h e o r e m  1 - 4 2  as  follows. 
for n E P . 6  = (rill ..... m,) E Z V .  
\I,-e will prove Theorem 1.-1.2 a n d  Tlleorcrn 1A.3 in sect ion 1.5 and section 1.6 
respectively by a series of Lemmas. 
5 1.5 Proof of Theorem 1.4.2 
Theorem 1.-1.2 will l ~ c  pro\-ecl I,?* the follon-ing a series of Letnrnas. \\-e first s t a t e  
a if-ell-known result .  Its proof can b e  found in [FLhI ] .  
Lemma 1.5.1 Let 1 - ( w .  z )  be a formal  power series in w. z with  coefficient in a 
, i \-ector space. such t h a t  lim,_,, I - (  w. z ) esist.s ( i n  the sense of [FLhI]).  Set D ,  = z -  3
Then  
Lemma 1.5.2 Let cr = ~ ~ = ,  mic; E +l<jjyZc,. Then  
This is equivalent  to 
for moE 2Z. (ml  ..... m,) E Z v .  
Proof. Bv Lemma 1.4.1. we have 
.Y,(n. z )  = m , S c ,  ( a .  2). 
T h u s  one can check t h a t  ( 1.5.:3) and ( 1.5.3)' a r e  equivalent  b!-  spand ding hot h sides 
of ( 1.5.3) in to  power series in z .  antl equat ing  the coefficients of zm9 for nlo E Z. 
To show (1.rj.Q). we note t h a t  co( - z )  = $ (see ( 1A.1)). antl ob ta in  
as required. 
Lemma 1.5.3 Let n .  .j E Zal +- (+I< i< ,Zc , ) .  p. v E T. T h e n  
- - 
CL' 
[ ~ ( z ) .  E-(a .  t r ) ]  = "-(a. t r )  1 j - ' [ u (  j ) .  a(-;)I(-) ' .  
iEZ+ - 
Proof. The first identity in ( l . . j .4)  follows immediately from ( 1.4.4). To show the  
second one. we have, for E-' :< CL f ,U. 
For ( I..j..j). we note that 
where the  last equality follows from the identity [cf. [FLSI]] 
Thus ( 1.5.5) follows from this and the formal rule t-'F"' = c ' ' t -y t [ -y *" '~ .  i f  I-] com- 
mutes n-i t h .Y and I,-. 
( 1 5 6 )  is clear. and ( 1 Xi) ( l ..i.S) follow from the  formal rule: [X. t"-] = [.Y. I.-]&. 
if [X. 1-1 commutes with S and I,'. and the commutation relations 
and 
This conlpletes t h e  proof of t h e  Lemma. 
To complete the proof of Theorem I.-1.2. rve arp rcquir~tl  to check that the w r t e s  
operators -Yol nltc,. 2 ) .  - Y c o ( q + E : . ' l ,  m t c Z .  z ) .  S ' - c , , ( ~ ~ = l  I ~ J ~ .  z ) .Xc,,(xr=l m , c Z .  z ) -  
for 6 = ( 7 1 1 ~ .  . . . .1nU) E ZY (see ( 1.4.9) and ( 1.-L.5)). satisfx the  same commutation 
relations as in t h e  idextit ies ( L.2.21)-( 1.2.23). 
-. Lemma 1.5.4 Let r'Fi = (1r11..   . .rn,). 11 = ( n l . .  . . . n u )  E Z". t h e n  
IL' IL' 
= S,(crl + ( m i  + ni)ci. w ) ( 6 ( - )   - b ( - - ) ) .  - 
This gives t h e  commutation relation corresponding to ( 1.221). or ( 1.2. Lk). That is 
1L' IL' ( 1 ..j. 10) [XL'(Ck. z ) .  *Y"(.3. l c ) ]  = -Yco(ct + 3.  t ~ * ) ( h ( - )  -. b(--1). -. 
- - 
1 Sote that (a. .j) = 0. and L / ( - w )  = 7. thus. h ~ .  ( 1.5.4) and ( 1.3.5). \re obtain 
Therefore. ( 1 ..i. 1 1 ) ( 1 ..i. 12) give u s  
BJ- Lemma 1.5.1. ancl the  fact t h a t  E k ( n .  - z )  = E i ( a .  z )  for n E 'j-,,,,, Zci. w e  
obtain 
since ( a  + .?. Q f .j) = 2. 
+ Lemma 1.5.5 Let f i  = ( r r l  . . . . r n , ) .  r l  = ( n 1.. . . . r r ,  ) E Z". then 
This is the commutation relation corresporlcling to ( 1 . 2 . 2 ) .  or ( 1.2.15i. That is 
for 
fo r 
nzo. 110 E '32 + 1. 
Proof. Let n = ~ 1 5 i j u  nzici. 3 = x15ij, nit;. Sate t ha t  (ci. cj) = 0. (al .  c,) = 0. 
. . 1 . 1  = 1. . . . . 11. we h a ~ e  
Thus. we have 
obtain 
IL' I I.' +- 1 ( 2a ( , )w -J }E+ (o  + . L - I L ' ) ( b - ( y )  - h ( - -  - I )  
- Lemma 1.5.6 Let !Ti = ( r n , .  . . . . mu). n = ( T I [ .  . . . . T I , )  f Z". then 
This is the  commutation relation corresponding to ( 1 . ' . '23) .  or ( 1.2.16). That  is 
for rno. no f Z. 
Proof. CVe set 
and note that ( a .  .?) = 2 .  we obtain. I,>* applying (l..i..i). 
where 
Tlierelore. by Lemma 1.5.1. n-e have 
- 
where 
E - ( c t e 1 c ) E - ( , 3 .  - t c )  
Similarlj-. we have 
E+(a. tc) E+( .3. -1c) = E+( (n2; + n,)ci. - tc ) .  
ISt<u 
Thus. we obtain 
I t  i s  easy to see. as operator on M. tha t  (see ( 1.4-4))  
Therefore. we oht.ain 
as required. 
R 
Now we finish the proof of Theorem 1.4.2. It is easy to see that t h e  operators 
.ra (2rno. xlciCv r n , ~ , ) .  r,, (.21n0. 15i5u nlici) are centml in the  Lie algebra (spanned 
- - 
1,- the operators given in Theorem 1 .-L.'2). Thus Theorem 1 .-1.2 follows from this and 
Lemma 1.5.2. Lemma 1.5.4-1.5.6- 
5 l . G  Proof of Theorem 1-43 
Set D ; ( z . S )  = D t ( j . G ) = - j  for 'Ti E Zu.i = I .... .v. antlnl(z .r i i ) . . \ - (z .G).C,(z .G) 
are defined by ( 1-2-20). Then the  commutation relations ( 1.4. I?)-[ 1.4.15) are equiv- 
alent to the following formal power series identities 
1 V IL' 11' 
+ y ( ~ ? i C ' J [ t r .  5 + <) + bl,  n1&(w. Gi + i i )  j (b(-]  + h(-:)). 
- I= 1 - - 
1 It' 1L' 
= -(~~D,(zP. nl + 6) - mjDi(tr. n7 + Z))(5(-) + t i(--)) 3 
- 
- - 
for i . j  = 1 ..... v. 
To show Theorem 1.4.3. we only need to prove that the corresponding vertex oper- 
and rnJcJ . z )  for 6 = ( r n l . .  . . . m u )  E Zu .  [see (1.4.9) and (1.-1.16)] satisfy 
the same commutation relations corresponcling to the identities ( 1.6.1 ) - (  1.6..3). iVe 
shall complete the proof of Theorem 1 .-I.:] by the following three Lemmas. 
Lemma 1.6.1 Suppose a = x,Y=, mJcJ-  .3 = n l  + I;=, n cJ or I;=, nJcJ .  and 
11 = cl,. v = co or a l .  Then we have 
for 1 5 i 5 v. This gives the commutation relations corresponding to ( 1.6.1 ) (  1.6.2) 
and (1.6.4). or  (1.4.12)(1.4.14). That  are 
Proof. - is  operators on .M. we ha\-e 
and by ( l X 3 )  
Note tha t  E* (a .  -;). and eJ. tc'" act o n  different components of the  Fock space ;M. 
t h i s  by ( 1.5.4) ( 1 . .5.5). we obtain 
tv here 
where tve ha\*e used ( l.3.4)( 1.5.;) and ( 13.2). Note that / I ( - -  )v(-tr) = u( - r r ) p ( - 2 )  
[see ( l.5.6)]. Thus  we have 
where 
here we have used ( 13.8) and (1.3.'). Thus 
Therefore. ( 1.6.6) ( 1.6.7) gii-e us 
Finally. ire note t h a t  2'" = ( - z ) ' " .  ant1 Ek(ct. - z )  = E k ( n . - )  for n E x15J5, ZC,. 
.-\ppl~.ing Lemma 1 ..i. 1. we obtain 
as required. 
for i. j E { 1.. . . . v}. This gives t h e  commutation relation corresponding to ( 1.6.3). or 
(t.-l .L3)* 
Proof. Since ( a .  .3 j = 0 = ( a .  c,). we have 
EV here 
\\'e notr that. by ( 1.5.-L)( 1.5.7) and ( 1.5.6) 
Thus. ( 1 -6.S) gives us 
Therefore. we obtain from this a n d  ( 1.6.8) 
Sirnilarlx. we compute 
Thus. we have 
Therefore. ( L A.9) ( 1.6.10) give us 
~v here 
ti' 1 IL' tL' 
= ; ( (Ds ) ( : )  + ( D O ) ( - - ) ) .  
.-\ppl~-ing Lemma 1.5.1. we obtain from ( 1.6.11 ) 
Therefore. we obtain 
as required. 
Finally. we want to check the last commutation relation for Xd, (n .  z ) .  i = 1.. . . . U. 
a E ZC]. which corresponds to the relation ( 1.6.5). or (1.4.15). 
4 -. 
Lemma 1.6.3 Let a = xr=, mic,. .3 = ZY=, n ,c ; .  for m = ( m ,  ..... rn,). n = 
(q.. . . . r2, j E 2". Then 
1 IL' t ?' 
= -(ni.\-,l, (a + 3. t c )  - rnJd,(n + .?. t c ) ) ( b (  :) + b ( - ~ ! )  
- - - 
Proof. By a similar argument as in Lemma 1.6.1 and Lemma 1 - 6 2 .  we apply Lemma 
1 ..5.:3 to compute 
iv  here 
and 
Thus we obtain from ( 1.6.13) 
( 1.6.14) 
Sirnilark. as ( 1.6.14). we have 
and obtain. from this and (1.6.14). (1.6.1.7) 
- " i n ' j  ,o+.i - 2 ~ 1  U.?.j  E - ( ~ .  IL' 1C 
-- 
- - z ) E - ( . j .  -w)E+(ct. - z ) E i ( . 3 .  -117){(Dh)(T)+(D6)(-T)}  
4 - - 
Since di( ic)  = d ; ( - w ) .  c i ( w )  = c , ( - w ) .  and Ek(a. w )  = E*(a. -cr). we obtain. by 
applying Lemma 1 ..i. 1
where. 11:- Lemma 1.4.1 
and which completes the proof of the Lemma. and also finished t he  proof of Theorem 
51.7 Structure of JU 
Recall that To = x l , ( Z c i  + E & ) .  and .M = c[ro] : I  S(31-). ~ v h e r e  'H- = 
ZcEz- H ( k )  and tl is the C-vector space with basis n l .  c ; .  di. i = 1. . . . . u.  
\b define Segal operator L ,  ( r z  E Z )  on .M by 
for rl E Z. where : : is the so called normal ordering defined by 
for a .  b E Il .  i. j E Z. 
Since nl ( '2n)  = c:('Ln + I )  = d,('Ln + I )  = 0 for all n E Z. we have 
In next Lemma. we will apply the technique from [IiR]. 
Lemma 1.7.1 For a E H. and nl E 2 .  n E 22.  we h a w  
( 1 X 3 )  [ a ( m ) .  L,] = m o ( m  f n ) .  
Proof. Let \ be the real function defined by 
for t > 0. 
S o t e  that  L , ( c )  is a truncted operator for c > O( t hat is. the  summation in ( 1.7.4 
are finite). and  ire have lim,-u L n ( c )  = L,. Thc limit means that. for an>- given 
.r E .U. L , ( c ) . . P  = Ln..r provided e > 0 and sufficientlj- small. 
To prove this Lemma. we are going to check ( 1.7.3) for a = ol. c , .  or d,. i = 
I . .  . . . v. First. i f  a = a l .  we onl~. need to consicler t h e  case for nl E 'Z + 1. By ( 1 . 3 . 1 )  
and ( 1 . :3.2).  we have 
- 
Let e -+ 0. then  t h e  above identities imply 
Son-. we let n = ci. for some I 5 I <_ v. so we may assume nz E '1Z. 
Therefore.  let t ing c + 0. rve obt.ain 
as required. Finally. lor n = d l .  ( 1  = I . .  . . . u ) .  w e  can also pro\-r [d l !  1. L , L ]  = 
1 1 r r l ~ ( r 7 ,  + 1 1 ) .  by a similar argument to the above case. 
for 1771 . . . .  r n k  E Z+. 
Proof. First. we conlptite 
= 2 : c,(O)d,(O) : (e" I :  I )  
Thus. applyins this and Lemma 1.7.1. we obtain 
as required. 
0 
\\+ no\\- use ( I . 7 3 )  to clef ne a z'"+' -grading on .\/1 by assigning the degree of 
c ~ i  .: h l ( - m l ) . - - h k ( - r n k )  to be (I:., r n r  + ( p - p ) .  1 1 )  For 11 E To. n~ l . . .  . . r ~ l ;  E Z+ 
and b l  . . . . . bk H.  
Proposition 1.7.3 Lrt n E Zctl  + x , < , < , Z c , .  .j E r = Z o l  + 1 ,,,,, (Zc,  i Z d , )  
- - - - 
+ZQ. Then  the component .r&. a) is an operator of .M of degree (-rn.  ELI (0. d, )c, ) 
for rn E Z. 
Proof. It  is clear tha t  a ( m )  acts on .M with  degree ( -m. 0 )  for n E H .  rrc E 2. 
Thus. i f  w e  define the operator &(a .  3 )  E Ent1.M I)!- 
We see tha t  D,(n. 3 )  ac t s  on .M with degree ( p .  0) .  
Let tF :'; tr be an element of .M with homogeneous degree ( n + ( 1 1 .  p ). p ). \Ye have 
n + ( p  + C (n .  d ; ) c , . p  + C ( n .  d, 1- 11 + C (0.  di )ct 
1 < l<u  L<t<v l S r < v  
which implies tha t  the  opera tor  . r S j ( m .  n )  has degree 1 -m. ~l,,,,(n. (1, )c, ). as re- 
- - 
Proof. Since there is n o  non-zero element of .M with degree of t h e  form ( - p .  p )  
for p E Z+. 11 E xl<,<,(Zci - - + Zdi) .  The result follows from the fact that  sS j (m .a )  is 
a n  opera to r  of .M with degree (-m. x,<i<,(a.  - - (li )ci)- 
0 
Let X E To = &is,(Zct + zd; ) he fised. We define 
Then  t h e  component operator x, , (m.a) .  (nt E Z ) .  of t h e  vertex operator S j ( ~ . z ) .  
(a E Znl + &,5,Zc,. 3 E r )  acts on .M(X) . and M ( A )  is a ( and @I) 
submodule of ,tl. 
Let := ( A - c , ) .  i = 1.. . .. L). For n E Znl + x l < i < , Z c , .  we define Sp{,(n). p E z 
- - 
b\- 
and S J n )  = 0 for p < 0. 
\kir hat-e 
This git-es its 
In particular. we have 
and 
Proposition 1.7.5 ( i )  .M(X) is an irreducible <[el-module. for X E To. 
( i i )  .LZ is a completely reducible G[B]-module. and 
Proof. Since S ( W  ) is an irreducible %-module. ( i )  folloivs from this and ( 1.7.3). 
( i i )  follows from ( i ) .  
3 
Let r,\ : c [8 ]  + Entl.M(X) h e  t h e  representation afforded by the  G[B]-module 
.tt ( X) .  Define Ker( r x  ):=the kernel of T; \ .  
Theorem 1.7.6 ( i )  The  dimension of t h e  kernel Ker( q) of t h e  rrprrsentation of 
C [ B ]  on .M(X) is v . and I i e r ( q )  is spanned h>- t h e  operators 
for i = 1.2 . . . . .  v. 
( i i )  The Lie algellra c[0] is faithlul1~- representatetl on  .M. 
Proof. One can easil>* check that Ii, ( X )  f K e r ( r \ ) .  1 5 i 5 I / .  To show that 
lil ( A ) .  [i2 ( ,\). . . . . li,( A )  are linearly independent operators acting on .M. n-r slippose 
that x15i5, (1, Iii(X) acts trivially on .M for some u ,  E C. Then 
for j = 1.. . . . u. This implies that lil ( A ) .  li2(.\). . . . . I<,(,\) are linearly independent 
operators on .M. and dim(Ker(r . \ ) )  >_ u. 
To finish the proof of ( i ) .  we recall that  @] is spanned h- the following operators 
of the  form 
for 3 E Z C ~ + ~ , ~ ; ~ , ( Z ~ ,  + Z d , ) .  and n.m, E E .  I < i 5 v. 
b-e also recall that . r , , (m.  o )  acts o n  .M with  degree ! -n?. 1,,,,,(a. (1. )c.). for 
- - 
n E Zcrl + x15iju Zc;. 3 E r. Thus. the kernel I<er(;; ) is spanned hj- its homogeneous 
elements. 
Sote  that the operators x , ( n . a t ) .  and s,,(2n + 1.0)  (= al( 'Ln + I ) ) .  r .JO.0) (= 
c0)  form a n  affine Lie algebra . -L( ,~ ) .  which is faithfull representateti on the subspace 
act o n  .M with the same degree. and . r , , ( ' 1 r~  ju rrjic, ). .r,('Ln. nl + x151 j ,  m , ~ ; ) .  
. 2 .  n c i  z (  I )  ( 1 5 J 5 v ) .  act 011 .M w i t h  the same 
- 
degree. 
for some -4. B. -4,. B, E C. If r E l ie r ( r . \ ) .  t hen  B = B, = 0. for 1 5 j 4 v. 
Proof of Claim. ( a ) .  Bj* Lemma 13 .4  anti Lemma 1.3.6. wc hare 
This belongs to the  affine Lie algebra .-I:'). thus is faithhdly representaeti on the 
subspace e*' :3 S ( x k , ,  a l ( 'Lk  + 1 )  of .M(X). so .4 = B = 0. as required. 
( b .  For ariy ki E Z \ (0). 1 5 i 5 v. we ha\-e. I)y Lemma 1.6.1 
This gi\-es that Er=, Bi(kl - mi! = 0 for all Ll € Z \ (0) .  Therefore. BI = 0 for 
To see B = 0. we compute. by Lemma l.3.G 
This g i ~ e s  that  B = 0. Thus wr-e complete the   roof of t h e  claim. 
Sow we prove ( i ) .  By the C'lairn. we know that t h e  hornogerleous elements of 
l i e r ( q )  have t h e  form 
for some -4. -4, E C-  and n.  nz; E Z. 
Suppose r # 0. and n21 # 0 for some I 5 1 5 v .  Sote tha t  .r,(.Lk. 0)  = 6k,oco. and 
.r,,('Lk. 0)  = cj(L'k) for k E Z. \l:e have. bx Lemma 1.6.1 and Lemma 1.6.2 
which implies that .-l,n~~ - .-linz, = 0. for all s = 1.. . . . v. that is. (since we assumed 
rlrl # 0) 
.-Ir 
-4, = - nr,. 
n7 1 
for all s = 1. . . . . 11. 
Llorcoiw-. from this and ( 1.7.12). we also ohtain 
Wc srlbstitute ( 1.7.1:3)( 1.7.14) into (1.7.1 1). and ohtain 
This is zero by Lemma 1.5.2. and contradicts the  assumption r f 0. Therefore. rnr = 0 
for all 1 5 1 5 v. and. if  T E lier(ii\) .  r + 0. then r must be of tile following form 
for some n E Z. -4. .-I1 E C. that is. 
tL*e claim that. in (1.7.1.5). n must be zero. Otherwise. suppose tha t  n < 0. then 
This gives -4, = 0. for 1 < j 5 v. since {e-' z: c , ( ' l ~ ) } , = ~  ,-..., are linearly independent 
elements of .\.I(,\ j .  Ttitis. r = 0. which is a contradiction. 
Similarly. if  n > 0. then we h a w .  for 1 < 1 5 v. 
This also gives T = 0. and a contradict ion. 
Therefore. i f  T E Ker(.lf ( A ) )  and r # 0. then  
for some .-\..-I, E C. 
But. 
SO. 
.-I = -2 C :I,(.\. c , ) .  
Hence. from this and ( i .7.16). we have 
This completes the proof of ( i ) .  
Finally ( i i )  follows from the  fact that I<l ( A ) .  . . . . li, ( A )  are linear[>- independent 
operators on .U. a n d  what we learned from the result ( i ) .  
5 1 .S Secoricl Construction of [O] by  \.krtes Operators 
In this section. we stud>- another representation of the toroidal Lie algebra C[8] .  
T h e  construction is a generalization of t h e  so-called level two representation of the 
( 1 )  
affine Lie algebra .4i1' b -  (principal) vertes operators. Such a construction of -4, 
was first obtained by Lepowsk- and Wilson[L\\:'L]. Here we extend this construction 
to t hc toriclal case. 
Let W he a C'liffortl algebra with generators I., for i E '1Z + 1. a n d  relation 
for i . j  E 2~ + 1. Let \ ( W - )  he the standard irreducibal representation. i.e the 
est.erior algebra on the generators d-, with j E 'lN f 1 .The action of W on .\(W- ) 
is tleterminecl by 
and 
for i. j E 2N + 1. LL: E A(W-). 
Let rl = xl,,,,(Zc, - - +.LZd, ) C To. Then .MI := C [ F ~ ]  1. ~ ( 7 ? - )  is an ?i-sctbrnodule 
of .M. Now we estand the action of ";1 on .M 1 to a representation of 3i on the  following 
vector space 
by defining co - 1. o(n2) - a ( m )  :Z L. for m E Z. cl E [ I .  
\Ve define t h e  action of n' on .Ml(W) by requiring 4; acts as 1 :I lor i E 2Z+ L. 
For convenience. we set 
and define 
for a E Zal + Zc;. and 
- - 
I t  is clear that \ Iv"' (2) = I l  -(:I. The following Lcrnrna comes from [ L l ] .  and hence 
i re  onl>- indicate the proof. 
Lemma 1.8.1 We have 
z 1 
Proof. LVe have 
where an  easy computation shows that. for i. j E 2Z 
i * * i d l  + ?(dt-2d,+l  j t - - l d J + 4  + - - - + d J + d  ) + , . i f  i > J. b,,= 0. i f  i = j .  - d ,  - 2 ~ ~ -  + +  + + J +  - d 8  i f i  < j. 
But in all cases. one can see that 
Therefore 
as requi red. 
0 
In what folloivs. ire want to extend the representation of 7 f  o n  .M 1 ( W )  to a 
repr~sentntion of the toroidal Lie algebra G[o ] .  as \\-ell as to its extension C [ O ]  . by 
i-ertcs opertors on .bf 1 ( n'). 
\L*P define the vertex operator I,>- 
. . 1 respect i i-ely. and the operators E*.  zL' are unclerstootl as t" .I: I .  z" I  
\$:e define the operators ytj( j .  a ) ( j  E Z )  on .M ( W )  h ~ .  formally espanding the 
vertex operator 
( I S .  LO) 
CVe have the  following two results 
Theorem 1.8.2 The Lie algebra of operators. acting on .MI ( W ) .  spanned b ~ -  the 
operators 
I<i<u 1 <z<u 
for j = I.. . . . v. is isomorphic to the  toroidal Lie algebra s[0]  b ~ -  t h e  map c*': 
Theorem 1.8.3 The Lie  algebra of operators of .M l ( W ) .  spanned by the opera- 
tors y.1, (212. ~ 1 5 , < i ,  rr2,c, ). j = 1. . . . . V .  and the opcrators given in Theorem 1 .S.-1. is 
isomorphic to t he  estendetl toroidal Lie algebra G[o]  -+ D (see ( 1 . - I .  10) ). The isomor- 
phism is defined by saying it cstends the  map L-' [see ( L.S. 12 ) i  and satisfies 
for j = 1 . 2 . .  . . .v. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8.2 and Theorem 1.8.3: 
If n E x15isu Zci- then ( a . a )  = 0. and LC*"(--) = 1,E2Z&>~-J = 1. Thus we have 
L k e  note that on the right hand side of ( 1.8.13). there is no operator which 
arises from the representation of the Clifford algebra W .  Thus Y>(a. z ) .  just as 
.y,3(n. I )  from our first construction. acts only on the  first component of the Fock 
space .U1(W)  = .M I :? .\(W-). Therefore to check the commutation relations cor- 
responding to (L.2.21)(1.2.23) and (1.6.1)- (1.6..5). one may use the same a rpments  
as we did in the proof of Lemma 1.5.4- 1.5.5 and Lemma 1.6.1-1.6.3. Hence 1t7e omit 
these similar arguments. 
It folloivs from the above that we must only check the following commutation 
relation 
lor (rn l . .  . . . m,). ( n 1. . . . . n, )  E z". This corresponcls to the relation ( 1.2.29). Indeed. 
this is the onlj- one involving the cornputat ion of the operators arising from t h e  C'liRorcI 
algebra W .  
in t h e  last equalit!.. we have used t h e  fact (see [FLLI]. P'i6) 
and  t he  s tandard rules 
for c1.h C". 
Therefore. we obtain. from ( L.S.l.3) 
( L .S.lfi) 
Similarly. 
Thus. the  
( 1 . IS.  17) 
above two identities give us  
where we have used Lemma 1 .S. 1. 
Notice that .  as operators on  .Ml(W). (-2)' = z'. for 7 E Zal t ~,<;<,Zci. and 
- - 
lloreover. we have 
Therefore. applying Lemma I..?. 1. we obtain from ( 1 .d. 17) 
L, IL' 
V 
= 2 l & ( x ( n t ,  + rti)ci. w ) ( D 6 ) ( - - - )  - + '1{-1,,(~(rn; + ni)c,. t r )  
Chapter 2 
TKK Algebra and Its Universal Central Ex- 
tension 
2 . 1  Introduction 
The TIiIi algehra K ( J )  is obtained from a .Jordan algebra J by using the Tits- 
Iiantor-Iioecher construction (see[.J 1. \.7II.5]). In [.A;\BGP they start with a semi- Y 
lattice -5' to define a .Jordan algebra 3 = J( 5'). From J( S) the>- contruct an example 
of an estentled a c n e  Lie algebra with an extended affine root systtlrn of t>*pe .-II .  
\Vhen one specializes this construct ion to the smallest possible semi-lat t ice in two 
variables. one obtains the smallest estentlecl affine Lie algehra which is not of finite 
or affine type. That is. it has the smallest possible root sj.stern which is not finite 
or affine (see [.A.ABC;P]). For this reason we will call the  estencled atfine Lie algehra 
arising from this t he  Baby algebra. \k*e study this Baby algebra rstensive1~- in this 
and the n e s t  chapter. 
\LSc will see (in Proposition '1.2.3) that K (  J )  is isomorphic to the followirig Lie 
where I n d e r ( 3 )  is the set of inner derivations of t he  .Jordan algebra J .  Tlius this 
TIiIi algebra X ( J )  comes from the  smallest finite dimensional simple Lie algebra 
1 (  W e  will indeed concerntrate on a .Jordan algebra J := J ( .5 ' ) .  where 5' is 
the 'smallest' (non-lattice) semilattice. and this will be the coordinate of the Baby 
algebra. 
This chapter is organized rrs follo~vs. In next section we will recall the terminology 
and notation that we need from [AABGP]. \Ve will identify the TKIi  algebra X ( J )  
with G ( J )  via an isomorphism 9. In Section 2.3 we discuss the universal central 
extension &7) of G ( J ) .  Section 2.4 is devoted to the  study of the centre z ( & J ) )  
of G ( J ) .  which in fact is given by a Jordan algebra version of the C'onnes cyclic ho- 
mology group H C I  ( J ) .  \\.e will just call HCVI ( J )  t he C'onnes cyclic homology group 
of J .  Finally. in Section 2.5 we describe the  structure of G ( J )  in terms of identities 
of formal power series in formal variables. This d l  allow 11s to go on. in the next 
chapter. t o  study t h e  vertes operator representation of &J). 
5'2.2 TIiIi Algebra 
Let v 2 1 be an integer. An additive subgroup .\ of RY is called a lattice i f  .\ is 
discrete and spans RU. A subset .F of R" is called a semilattice of Ru if .5' satisfies the 
axioms 
( S l ) .  0 E 5. -.$ = S. 5 + 2s c - .s, 
(S2).  .F spans R".  
(S3) .  .5' is discrete in fZ" .  
\\'e note that if  5' is an additive subgroup of R". then 5 satisfies the axiom ( S  1). 
Thris a lattice in R" is a semilattice. 
Suppose $ = U ~ ~ S ~ .  where .Si are distinct cosets of 2" in 2". a n d  .So = 2". Then 
-5' forms a semilat tice of R". For a E 5'. let .r" be a symbol. \k*e form a vector space 
with the multiplication defined by 
.ruf '. i f  r7. T E U 5';. for some I .  
.rg.rr = [ 
L O .  otherwise. 
T h e n  7 Corms a Jordan algel~ra w i t h  irlent it>- .ru = 1. (see [.-\;\BC; P] ). .\lowover. we 
denote I)!. I n d e r ( 7 )  the inner h i \ - a t i o n s  of 7. then 
L 
Let I n s t r l f l )  = L.T 5 Inder (7 ) .  with the multilication 
for a. b E I. D. E E Incler(7).  where the operator L ,  6 L r  is clef ned by Lab = a h  for 
( 1 . 6  E 7. Instr l(7)  is a subalgebra of the Lie algebra g i ( 7 ) .  and is called the inner 
structure Lie algebra of 7. 
Instrl(7) has an automorphism * - '  of order two defined by L, + D = -La  + D. 
\.\*e denote by 7 a linear copy of T. which has element of the form ii for a E 7. The 
Tits- Kantor- Iioecher construct ion (see [.la] ) gives t h e  so called TI< I i  a lgebra  of the 
form 
K ( 7 )  = 7 5 l n s t r l ( 7 )  5 7. 
with the  Lie multi l ication 
- - 
= -EJq + E l n 2  - E2bl + Elb2 + alAb2 - n 2 A b l  + [El. E.,]. 
for 6;  E 7. E, E Ins t r l (7 ) .  where a A b  = L,lb + [ L , .  Lh ] .  
Lemma 2.2.1 Let a;  E 7. i = 1.2.3. \+re have 
Proof. The first identit!- is clear. For t h e  second one. we note t h a t  [L,l.  Lh]c = 
cr(hc) - h ( n c j .  and L,,+h = L ,  + L b .  for a. b F 7. Thtis. bj. ('2.2.1 ). 
[[L,,. L.,2]. L.LJ = L [ L . , , . L . , , ; ~ ~  
(2.2.:3) [Rl .  Ry. &] := [[Rl. R?]. Rg] + [[R?. Rg]. Rl] + [ [R3.  R,].  R,]. 
Let R1 = nl .  R2 = a? and & = L,l,. LVe have 
and 
( 2 . 5 )  
as required. 
Lemma 2.2.2 For D E Incler(T). a. h f 7. we hare 
D ( a h )  = ( D a ) b  + o (  Dh). 
[D-  [Lq .  Lh]] = [LD.,. L h ]  i [Lq- LDb]-  
Proof. The first identity is clear. The second one follows from t h e  .lacobi itlentit? 
and (2.2.1 ). 
CI 
In this Chapter. we let .r+. s- and n be the  standard C'hevally basis of . 4 ( C ) .  
(note we used e. f.  h in Chapter I ) .  \\:e define 
with t he  mtiltilicatiori 
for .-I. B E s 1 2 ( C ) .  a .  6 E I. and  D E Inder(7) .  where (-4. B)  = 'Ltr(.-LB). It is 
well-known that this rnakes G ( 7 )  into a Lie  algebra. 
Proposition 2.2.3 G ( 1 )  is a Lie algebra which is isomorphic to the TI<K algebra 
K ( 7 )  via  the linear extension of the map j : E ( 7 )  -+ K ( 7 )  defined h ~ .  
for a . 6 ~  7.
Proof. It is clear that ; is a well-defined map from G ( 7 )  to K ( 7 ) .  and ; is onto 
and one to one. To show ; defines a Lie algebra homomorphism. one onl:; need to 
check the corresponding Lie commutation relations. For instance. for n .  h E 7. 
Ot her conlmut at ion relations can be checked similarly. 
In what follows. we shall identity G ( 7 )  with t h e  TKIi algebra K ( 7 )  v i a  this iso- 
morphism. 
52.3 Lni~-ersal Central Estensiori of the TIiIi Algebra 
Let E be a perfect Lie algebra. .A central estension of is a Lie algebra and 
a surjective homomorphism r : 4 whose kernel lies in t he  center ~(6) of G. 
The pair (6.  r )  is called a covering central extension of i f  in addition is perfect. 
;\ covering central extension (G. 7 )  is a universal central estension of if  for every 
central extension ( E .  ;) of Q there exists a unique homomorphism c* : -* F so that 
j c *  = r. I t  is well-known [Gar] that  every perfect Lie algebra has a universal central 
extension. 
By checking the  commutation relations (2.2.6) of t h e  TIiIi algebra G ( 7 ) .  u-e know 
t h a t  G ( 7 )  is a perfect. center free Lie algebra. In order to describe the universal 
central estension of G ( 7 ) .  we consider the quotient space 
where I is the s u  bspace of 7 :: 7 spanned by t h e  elaments 
for a .  h. c E 7. \+-e let < (1. b > denote the element cr .I. h + I. so we have 
~ r i t h  t h e  following multiplications 
[< n .  h >. .-I : ,c]  = .-I :I '  [ L . ,  . Lb]c. 
[< a .  b >. < c .d  >] =< [L,. L h ] c . d  > + < C. [ L , .  L h ] d  >. 
for a.  b.c.d E 7. and -4. B E 8i2(c)- 
S o t  e tha t  
[< a .  b >. < c.d >] =< [La. L ~ ] C .  d > + < C .  [ L , .  Lb]d > 
Therefore. t h e  map [ . ] : G ( 7 )  x C ( 7 )  + G ( 7 )  is a well-defined anti-cornmutiti[-e 
bilinear map. 
Lemma 2.3.1 Let -4. B. C E .512(C). then 
[[.-I. B ]  C'] = ( B .  (').-I - (.-I. C') B. 
where (.-I. B)  = ?tr(.-IB).  
Proof. It is routine t o  check this identity for t h e  base ele~nerits .r+ a of s L ( C ) .  
Then the  general result follows from this and linearity. 
cl 
Proposition 2.3.2 G ( 7 )  is a coi-ering central estension of t h e  TIiIi a l ~ e b r a  
53m. 
Proof. It is easj. t o  see that  G ( 7 )  is a perfect algehra. Son- \ye clef n e  n linear 
map ; : G ( 7 )  7 G ( 7 )  11. 
for -4 E . d2 (C) .  o - h  E 7 .  The relations ('2.3.1) and Lemma 2.2.1 implj- that 9 is a 
well-defined surjective map.  
To show K e r g  C z ( ~ ( T ) ) .  we suppose 
for some .-I, E s 1 2 ( C ) .  a; .  6,. c; E 7. Then. + ( A )  = xi .A; 12: a ,  + r , [ L h l .  LC,] = 0. which 
implies tha t  xi -4; :3 n ,  = 0 and xi[Lb,. LC. ]  = 0. Therefore t he  commutation relation 
( 2 . 3 2 )  imply that. A = xi < 6;. c, > E  z (Q(I ) ) .  as required. 
On account of the commutation relations (2.2.6) and ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) .  it remains to show 
that G ( I )  satisfies the .lacobi identity. That is. we need to check the following 
identities (using t h e  notation ( ' 2 . 2 . 3 ) )  
for -4; E .?;12(C). a , .  bi- C, E 7. 
To show (2.:3.3). we compute 
where we have used Lemma 2.3.1. 
Therefore. by cycling -4,. a i .  and using cancellat ion. we obtain 
where  we have used (2.3.1) and the  fact tha t  the  bilinear form ( . ) of J[?(c) is 
symmetric and invarient. 
To show (2 .3 .4 ) .  we hare 
and 
Therefore. (2.:3.-1) follows from the allow three icfent ities. the cornmutat ion relation 
( 2 . 3 . 2 )  and Lemma 2.2.2. 
To show ( '1 .3 .5) .  we let D = [ L h l .  Lh.,]. and we compute 
= -[< c l . c2  >. < h l .  bz >]. -4, :: a l l .  
which proves (2.:3..5). 
Finally. we prove (2.3.6). Let D, = [L,, .  L b t ] .  i = 1.2.3. \\:e have 
[[< ~ 1 2 . 6 ~  >.< ns.b3 >]. < ~ ~ 1 . h ~  >] 
= [< D2tm.b3 > + < C L ~ D ~ ~ ~  >.< n l . h l  >I 
= - < D l (  D2a3) .  63 > - < lJ2u3. D,h:3 > - < D1([:3. D2h:j > 
- < (1 : j .  D 1 ( D & { )  > . 
Thus. t he  above tiyo identities gi\-e us 
= - < D2(Dlf13) .  h3 > - < D 2 ~ ~ : 3 .  Dlb3 > - < C L : ~ .  D2(  DIh3) > 
- < Dln3. Dzb3 > 
= -[< a?. b2 >. < Dln3. bJ >] - [< a*. b2 >. < a3. Dlb3 >] 
= -[< ~ 2 .  b? >. [< n l .  b1 >. < u3.63 >]] 
= -[[<< a3.  b3 >. < C L ~ .  bl >]. < (l2.b2 >]. 
as requirecl. This completes the proof of this Proposition. 
Lemma 2.3.3[MRY] Let (L.  r )  be a covering central extension of a perfect Lie 
algebra G. If q : L + L is a Lie algebra endomorphism which induces the identity 
map on G. Then q = ids. 
Proof. For .r. !j E G. let .i-.i E C. such that r ( i )  = .r. ~ ( i )  = g. 
Since q induces the identity map on G. ( 7  o r l ) ( i )  = r. and ( r  o r l ) ( j )  = y. These 
imply that q ( i )  - .?. q ( i )  - !; E lierr. and rl([.t. .GI)= [T I ( .? ) .  ~ ( j ) j =  [.i-. i ] .  Therefore. 
the  result follows from this and the perfectness of L. 
0 
Proposition 2.3.4 &(?)  is a uni\*ersal central cstension of the TKIi algebra 
G V ) .  
Proof. Let ( L .  r )  be a universal central estensioll of the perfect Lie algebra G ( l ) .  
.As G( 7) is a covering central estension of G ( 7 ) .  t here esists a unique homomorphism 
c q  : L - G ( 7 )  for which ;cq = ir. that is. the follou-ing diagram commutes 
E ( 7 )  L G V )  
ivhere the surjective homomorphism ,- : G ( 7 )  -+ E ( 7 )  is given by 
for .-I E .$12(C). a. h E 7. \\,-e have shown. in t h e  proof of Proposition 2.3.". that 
Iier; 2 Z ( ~ ( T ) ) .  In fact. this implies lierp= ~ ( d ( 7 ) ) .  since Z ( E ( 7 ) ) =  (0). 
In w h a t  follow. we are going to define a Lie algebra homomorphism L*' : C ( T )  + L 
for which the endomorphisms li*c.*' : c(7) 4 E ( 7 ) .  and LV'L* :L + C induce the  
identity map on S ( 7 ) .  Therefore. Lemma 2.3.3 implies that L*' defines a isomorphism 
from G ( I )  to C as required. 
Let .r* ( a ) .  e ( n .  6 )  be any preimage elements of r* :; a .  < ct .  b > respect ivelv the 
homomorphism L-. for (1. h E 7 .  .-Is 
we have 
[ [s+(  1). -r-( [)I. s+(a) ]  = . L r + ( c t )  + 2c;. 
-7 for some c: E s(C). We replace s c ( n )  by x+(a) + c;. and obtain 
for ct E T .  and some element c; E Z(L). 
Sirnilarlj*. we may define s-((1)  for which 
and 
a E 7. and some element C: E Z(L). 
Claim I c* : Z ( L )  -+ z ( & T ) ) .  
In fact. since Z ( G ( 7 ) )  = {O}. we have ~ ( L * ( c ) )  = r ( c )  = 0. for an!. r E Z(C). 
This implies c * ( c ) ~  1iert;G z ( G ( I ) ) .  as required. This completes the proof of claim 
I .  
,\'ow. let 
for n E 7. 
Bv claim 1. we hare t * ( a ( n ) )  = n < a .  for n E 7. This and claim 1 also give us 
for a .  b E T. Hence 
for some cz.b E Z(t). Therefore. replacing € ( a .  h )  I,? c ( u .  h )  + c,.b. we obtain 
for (1. b E T .  and some c,,.b E Z(Lf. 
Claim 2 The elements . r*(c~) .  n(rr) and  f ( n .  hl for n .  h E 7 satisf>- t he  following 
cornmut at ion relations 
( i i i )  [n(cr). . r* (h ) ]  = ~ t ? ~ & l b ) .  
( i v )  [ n ( a ) .  n(b)]  = - L c ( u .  6 ) .  
( r )  [ e ( n .  b ) .  . r*(c)]  = .r*([L,. Lh]c ) .  [ ( ( ( I .  b ) .  n ( c l ) ]  = n ( [ L . , .  Lb]c ) .  
( i [ € ( a .  h ) .  C ( C .  d ) ]  = c ( [ L . , .  Lh]c .  (1) + C ( C .  [L.,. L b ] d ) .  
for a.  6.  c .  d E 7 .  
Proof a€ claim 2 .  For ( i ) .  note that  (2.3.7)(2.3.9) imply 
-+Is L*([I+((~). I + ( @ ] )  = 0. SO [x+(a). x + ( b ) ]  E Z(C) -  Thus. by the .lacobi itlent i t -  
which gives [x+(u ) . s+ (b ) ]  = 0. Similarly. we can prove [ . r - (n ) . s - (b ) ]  = 0. for any 
~b E T .  
( i i )  follows from (2.3.12). Tow we prove ( i i i ) .  For this  purpose. we need the  
following i den t i ties 
(a )  [n( 1). a ( o ) ]  = 0. 
(b)  [ ~ ( u ) .  .rk( 1)] = k?.r*(u). 
( c )  [ . + ( a ) - x - (  l , ]  = .(a). 
( d )  f (  1. cr)  = € ( a .  1) = 0. 
for it f 7. 
In deed. 
[a( 1  ). &l) j  = [a( 1  ). [x+( L 1. L ( C - I ) ] ]  
= - [ . r + ( l ) . [ . z - - ( a ) . a ( l ) ] ]  - [ .r - (a) .  [ a ( l ) . . r + ( l ) ] ]  
= - [ . r+( l ) -? . r - (u) ]  - [ . r - (a ) .? . r+( l ) j  = O .  
This proves (a) .  To shorv ( b) .  we note  that 
Hence 
1  
= - - [ n ( c l ) .  .> - -.lr+( 1)] = [ n ( a ) .  r+( I ) ] .  
i. Simi lady. we have [n(n). .r-( I ) ]  = - 2 ~ 4 4 .  for n  E 7. 
To show (c ) .  we use (2.:3.11) 
1  1 










as required. Finally. (d) follows from (c). (2.3.11) and ( i i ) .  
.\low we prove ( i i i ) .  S ince  [ a ( n ) .  . r+(b)]  - 2x+(ab) E Z(L). we  have 
On  t h e  o ther  hand. 
[[.(.I- ..+(@I. 4 1 )I 
= -[[.r+(b). o( l ) ] .  a ( a ) ]  - [[n( 1). a(=)]. .r+( b ) ]  
= - [ - 2 s + ( b ) .  n ( n ) ]  = -2[cr(c~) .  . r+(h)] .  
The above two identi t ies  gi\-e us. 
Similarly. we have [[a(u) .  s - ( h ) ]  = -2.r-(ah).  
For ( iv) .  we compute 
= - [ [ . r - ( a ) .  0(6)] .  .r+( 1 I ]  - [ [ ~ ( h ) ~  .r+( I ) ] -  . r-(a ) ]  
= -[L)s-(ab). .r+( l )!  - [?r+(b ) .  s - ( ( I )]  
= 2a(ub) + -Ic(l .clb) - ? a ( b a )  - 4c(b.(1)  
= - k ( b .  a). 
.\lso. we have [ a ( b ) .  a ( c ~ ) ]  = --Lc(a. 6 ) .  Thus 
and 
[ a ( a ) .  o(b)] = -le(a. b). 
69 
as required. 
For ( v ). we need the  following identities 
[ ~ ( n .  h) .  I*( L)] = O = [ c ( ( L .  b).  ~ l (  l  ) I .  
In fact. 
1 1 




- - [ . (ah) .  -1 .P+( l ) ]  
- 
1 
= -+(b). . r+(n)]  - . r+(nb) = 0. 
- 
sirnilar1~-. [e(cc. 6). r-( 1) ]  = 0. 
.Ant1 [ € ( a .  h ) .  n( l ) ]  = 0 follo\rs from the fact a (  1) = [.r+( L). 1.-( l ) ]  and the .lacobi 
iclent ity. 
SOIV we prow ( \ - I .  Since [ ~ ( n .  h ) .  . r+ (c ) ]  - X + ( [ L , ~ .  L I , ] ~ . )  5 Z(C). lrr hat-e 
[ [ ( ( a .  I ) ) .  .r+(c)]. I ) ]  = [[.r+i [L., .  Laic). n( 1 ) j  
O n  t h e  other hand .  
[ [ ~ ( a .  h ) .  x + ( c ) ] .  ct(l)]  
= -[[.r+(c). n ( l ) j .  € ( a .  h ) ]  - [[a(  1 ) .  C ( U .  h)] .  T + ( C ) ]  
= ?[.r+(c). € ( a .  b)]. 
The aboi-e two identities give us 
Similarly. [€(a 6 ) .  .r-(c)] = I- ([L,. L Q ] c ) .  
)loreover. [ € ( a .  6). cr(c)] = n ( [ L , .  L r ] c )  fo l lo~cs  from the fact n ( c )  = is+( 1). s - ( c ) ] .  
anti t h e  .lacobi identity. This completes the  proof of ( v) .  
Finall-. for (vi) .  we have 





= - - [ . r + ( c ) .  -1 [.I.-((1). € ( a .  b ) ] ]  - ,[x-( d) .  [ ~ ( c L .  b ) .  . r+(c j ] ]  
1 
- - [ € ( a .  -> b ) .  ct(cd)] 
- 
as required. where we haw 1.1sed Lemma 2.2.2. 
Claim 3 t( (1 .6 )  satisfies t h e  following iderlt i t  ies 
( 1 ). ~ ( a .  h ) + ~ ( b .  a )  = 0. 
( 2 ) .  c(uh. c )  + €(he. a )  + f ( c t ~ .  6 )  = 0. 
Proof of claim 3: ( 1 ) follo~vs from (2.:3.15). For ( 2 )  wc rornpll tr  
1 
- - [ € ( a .  *I b ) .  n ( c ) ]  
- 
1 1 
= - - [ 2 s - ( 6 c ) .  . r+(u)]  - - [ 2 . r + ( ~ ) .  .r-(h)]  
1 4 
I 1 
= - { O ( U ( ~ C ) )  b> + . )€ (a .  bc)}  - T { ~ ( ( a c ) h )  + %(ac.  b ) }  
- - 
= -t(hc. a )  - ~ ( a c .  h ) .  
as recp i red. 
Now i r e  define a linear map L*' : G ( 7 )  + L by 
< cr. h >- € ( a .  b ) .  
lor (1.6 E 7. Then Claim L and Claim 2 imply that c*' is well defined and $1-es a Lie 
algebra homomorphism from &I) to L. 
To complete the  proof of Proposition 2.3.4. it remains to check that the enclomor- 
phisrns t * o  cv' of e(7). and ~ + ' o  c* of L induce the identity map o n  G ( 7 ) .  That is. the 
following diagrams commute 
G ( 7 )  - E ( 7 )  C - - G ( 7 )  
I.* Q LJ  1 I I l /  0 t+* I I 
G ( 7 )  7 - G ( 7 )  C - E m  
In other rvorcls. we need to show ; = ; o c* o 1-1' and = r o c*' o I * .  In fact. N-P hare 
and 
and 
; o 4'0 t : * ' (< a. b >) = g o ce(c(a.  b ) )  = ;(< a .  b > -CJ) = $(< a. b >). 
This implies +i o c* o I.*' = 9. as required. Sloreover. since x = j o c*. we have 
7 0 c*' o c* = ( 3  0 e * )  o p' o = (9 o 1:. o t?') o 1:' = 9 o C' = r. 
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as required. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.3.4. 
52.4 Connes Cyclic Homology Group H C I  (I) 
From now on  we shall concentrate on the smallest semilatt ice (non-lattice) case. 
That is S = So U SI u Y2 E R'. where So = 2 Z E 1  + '2Zbr. .Ti = .SU + 6,. i = I .  2 .  and 
dl  = ( 1.0). ti2 = (0. 1 ) E R?. 
For a, = n , b l  + h&. i = 1.2. we denote by al 02 t he  inner procluct of al wi th  ~.z? 
in R'. That is. a, - 0 2  = crla? + h , h 2 .  lor a i .  bi E R. We set $;'I := Z' \ .S = .To + 6, + ti?. 
It is clear that the  .Jordan algebra I has a i!'-gracling. and 
iv here 
IIoreowr this gracling induces a z'-%rading on t h e  TIiIi algebra e(7).  
\dye define the derivations d,. ( i  = 1.2) of G ( 7 )  by setting 
for !j E G0(7). and 0 E z'. 
Let : : 7 + C be a C-linear map defined by 
Then G ( 7 )  has an invariant symmetric bilinear form (see [.AABC;P]) ( - .  -1 :  G ( 7 )  A 
G ( 7 )  - C. such that 
( -4  :3: a. B .I: h )  = (-4. B)c(crb). 
( D .  [L,. L n ] )  = z ( (  Da)b) .  
for ( 1 .  h E 7 .  .-I. B E . I ;~?(c) and D E Inder(7).  
We may define t h e  Following estentletl Lie algebra ~ ( 7 )  from t. he  TIiIi algebra 
G ( 7 )  by setting 
C ( 7 )  = G ( 7 )  + C + 73. 
where C = CC, j CC?. Z, = CdI + ~ d ? .  equipped with  the following Lie ~ r o d u c t s  
[ ~ ( T ) . C ]  = {O) = [z?. Dl. 
[D. .4 .< a ]  = .4 :I: Da. 
where -4. B E .512(C).  a .  b E 7 and D f Incler(7). 
The bilinear form ( -. a )  of E(7 )  can be hilinearly extended to C ( 7 )  11. defining 
( C . C )  = (0)  = ( D .  D). 
t\+e know (see [.A ABCP] ) that t he  form ( -. ) defines an non-degenerate invarient 
symmetric bilinear form on i(l). and L ( 7 )  forms an extended affine Lie algebra of 
type .-II. with the extended affine root system R 1 Z' u ( n  + 5'). where cr is the simple 
root of .-II.  
Let L ( 7 )  := [i(7). 2(7)] be  the derived algebra of z ( l ) .  Then 
In fact. C ( 7 )  is a perfect central estension of the TKIi algebra G ( 7 ) .  
\ilk say a linear map D  : 7 + 7 a derivation of 7. i f  D(n6) .= ( D n ) b  + n (  Dh) .  for 
a11 a.  6  E T .  
Let D e r ( 7 )  be the algebra of derivations of 7. Let Der(T), he the derivations of 
7 which are of homogeneous degree a. that is. D : I' - 7"" for D E Der(7),. If  
we set .r" = O for n 5. then Ds '  C.Z-'+". for a. r E 2'. D E Der(7),  . In  fact. me 
have 
To prove (2.4.4). we consider a morc general case. Let .-I = ->c2cC;-4,r be a G-graded. 
finitely generated algebra over C. \fa-e say D is a derivation of .-I i f  D is a linear map 
from .-I to it,self. and satisfies 
D ( a b ) = ( D n ) b + n ( D b ) .  for a . h ~ . - I  
Let Dm(.-\) be the set of all derivations of -4. D E Der(.-l) is called a derivation on .-I 
of homogeneous degree n i f  D.-It3 c n. 3 E G. Set 
- Lemma 2.4.1 [F] Der(.-l) = ~ , ~ ~ D e r ( . - l ) , .  
Proof. Let S c -4 be a finite set such tha t  S generates -4. Let D E Deri.4). There 
exist two finite sets Go. GI 2 G such t h a t  
For cr E C;. let P, : .-I -+ -4, l ~ e  t h e  projection map. Put D, = zojEr; PLl+,j o D o PJ.  
Then D, is a well defined linear map of -4 into itself. Moreover. for n, E -4,. a ,  E -4,. 
we have 
This implies t h a t  D, E Der(.-l), 2 Der(.4). for n E C;. 
That is. D(b) = D-,(b) .  for b E 5'. which implies D = D-, on  .-I. There- 
as required. 
Lemma 2.4.2 For cr E So. r E S1 u S2. we have 
< x 6 . x i c  >= 0. 
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Proof. If T E SI. we have 
where in  t h e  last identity we hai-e used t h e  fact r"r.' = 0. i f  a. .j E 5 and a + 3 & S. 
Similarly. < x". .rr  >= 0 for r E S2. 
0 
Proposition 2.4.3 Let rr. r E So. \L.e har-e 
for i. j = 0. 1.2. where so := 0. 
Proof. Let a = 2 r 1 4  + 'Lnb?. T = 2bOl i 'LM2 for m. n.  L.. 1 E Z. We first suppose 
that rn E Z,. and ob ta in  
Thus. i~lcluctively ive have from this 
for rn E z+. and 0. r E So. 
If n2 E -z+. we have 
where in t he  second t o  last s tep we have t~secl (2.-l.5). Therefore. ( 2 . 4 3 )  also hold for 
nl E Z. and 0, T E So. 
Likewise. n-e have 
Thus we obt.ain 
for o = %dl + 2nb2,  r = 2kbl  + ?/&. r x r z .  k.1 E 2 .  
Finally. we compute .  for i. j = 0. I .  2 
ivlicre we have  used Lemrna 2 - 4 2 .  
By ( 24 .6 ) .  we then  obtain 
as required. 
Corollary 2.4.4 Let rn. n E Z. Then 
< p a l  6 ,  S-C '  
..rn" >= m6,+,,-, < .r . >. 
for i = 1.2. 
proof. By Proposit ion 2.-L.3 and Lenima 2.4.2. we have 
ancl 
These imply that < .r'l. J("'+~-')'~ >= bmi -n .0  < &. s-.bt >. and Z ~ S O  < .rrn',. .rnCI1 >= 
r~16,+,.~ < I.". .r-'1 >. as required. 
Corollary 2.4.5 Let rr E 5'". Then 
0 
Lemma 2.4.6 Lct a. r E 5'. \'c set I * ,  := [ L , r ,  . L,,-A, 1. for p 5 5''. T h e n  we ha\-e 
and { t * p ) o E S I  form a basis of I n t l e i ( 7 ) .  
Proof. It is straightward to check (2.4.7). S o w  we show tha t  { r , } , , , - L  are linear1~- 
i nclepenclent . 
Suppose 1, c ; ~ * , ,  = 0 f o r  s o m e  c; E C. a?d distinct a, E SL. we obtain 
This implies that c; = 0. for all i .  
Lemma 2 - 4 3  Let a. r E -5. Then < r".rT >E z ( B ( I ) )  i f  and o n 1  i f  0 + r E 5. 
Proof. The Lemma follon-s from the fact that [L,c. L,?] = 0 if and only if a+r E S. 
u 
Definition 2.4.8 Let .I he  any Jordan algebra obtained from a semilattice 4'. 
Then the Connes cyclic homology group HCl(.J)  is defined by 
where I is any finite index set. 
Xote: On account of Lemma 2.2.1. me can see that HCl ( J )  is well-defined. 
Corollary 2.4.9 HC1(7) = span, {< . rS1.  .r"-'l > 1 af &. i =  1.2). 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.4.2. Proposition 2.4.3. Lemma 2.4.; and Lemma 
2 - 4 6 .  
0 
In t he  rest of this sect ion we study the structure of HC'l (7). First we give some 
properties of D e r ( 7 ) .  which wil l  he used to determine the structure of H C 1 ( 7 ) .  
Lemma 2.4.10 Let 0 f h'. Then 
for some 1 ,  E C. It is clear that D is determined hy t l .  t 2 .  Thus dirnDer(7), 5 2. 
Sow for a E S'. and D E Der(?), . we have 
This implies that t l  + t r  = 0. and dimDer(T), 5 I. for a E 5'. which then implies 
that 
for a E 5". 
Now if a E S,. Then 
Thus = 0. which gives Dx" = 0. for i = 1.2. Therefore. D = 0. tha t  is Der(T) ,  = 
{O} for a E SI. 
Similarly. ire have Der(7) ,  = 10) for a E &. Finally. w e  suppose  that  a E .So. I t  
is clear that D = . rU( l ld l  + t& ) .  for some t t L  E C. This cornpletrs t h e  proof of th i s  
Lemma. 
Corollary 2.4.11 Let a E z'. Then 
Corollary 2.4.12 
where I n d e r ( 7 )  = [L.r .  L-r] .  Out t l e r (7 )  = span{.rgdi( 4 E So. i = 1.2). 
a 
Let D E D e r ( 7 ) .  Then D acts on 7 :: 7. via D((1 :!: h )  = ( D a )  :! 6 + (1 .I: (Db )  for 
(1.6 E T .  I t  is clear that D maps I into itself. where 1 is defined in section 2.9. Thus 
D induces an endomorphism on the quotient  space 7 :: 711. Since  
we see that. if  D E Outder(7) .  D maps HC'l('T)(L 7 ::: 7 1 1 )  into itself [cf. Propo- 
sition 2.4.31. SIoreover. i f  D = [L,r,. Lzm-r1 ] E Inde r (7 ) .  for some a E -5"L. then 
where we har-e t~sed Proposition 2.4.3. Similarly. we ha\-e D < .r2=. . r T - " 2  >= 0. Thus 
Incler(7) acts trivially on HC' l (7 ) .  
The subspace I 7 ; 7 is generated by homogeneous dements i ~ v i t h  respect to 
the ~ ' - ~ r a d i n ~  of 7). t hus  HC1 (I) is also graded by z'. In fact. we have  
for a f 5'". i = i .  '1. Thus. ~ v c  have 
Lemma 2.4.13 The elements < .rc". .Pi >. i = 1.2 form a hasis of H C ' l ( 7 ) o .  
Proof. Recall that the algebra ( L ( 7 ) .  ;" ) [see ('1.3.3)] is a perfect. central cstension 
of t he  TIiII; algebra E(7 ) .  where go : C ( 7 )  -+ E ( 7 )  is defined h!. 
for -4 E s 1 2 ( C ) .  a .  b E 7. Also. recall that we have a unique homomorphism L* from 
the universal central estension [see Proposition 2.3.21 @(7).+) to ( L ( I ) .  G ~ )  given 
by 
where -4 E s l ? ( ~ ) .  c~ E 7. 0 E So. p E EL. 
Therefore $0 o I* = ;. This implies that < ~ ' 1 .  .r-21 > is a preimage of c, for 
i = 1.2. The Lemma then follows from this a n d  the fact that c,. i = 1.2 are linearly 
independent elements in L ( 7 ) .  
0 
Proposition 2.4.14 Let rr E z'. Then 
Proof. \Ve only n e d  to consider the case for a E .So\ { O ) .  Sote  that. by Proposition 
'2.-4.13. 
( . ) < 1 .  > +(0 - & j < .ri'. .l."-c' >= 0. 
This implies t h a t  C' f 0. i f  n2n  - 0 ,  - c l l a  - E2 # 0. Thus ~ l i r n H C ' ~ ( 7 ) ,  = 1. for 
0 E .so o\ {o).  
0 
Corollary 2.4.15 Let 7 = I(S). S = So u Sl u S2 ;2 R'. Then the C'onnes 
C'yclic hornologj. group HCI (I) is isomorphic to a n  adtlit ive group generat.ed by the 
clernents Ci(2m. 2 n ) .  i = 1.2. rn. n E Z. with the  relation 
(2.4.9) r n C I  ('Lnz. 2 n )  + nC'r(2n~. 2n )  = 0. for rn. n E Z. 
The isomorphism is given by Ci(.'nl. " n )  -< .rat. P-': >. where a = 2rndl + '2~26~. 
0 
IV-e will identity < .rb. .so-"* > with C:(a) := C*;(.2m. 2n ). for rr = 2mSI + 2nd2 ria 
this isomorphism. 
$2.5 Structure of &7) 
From last section we know tha t  G ( 7 )  is spanned by the elements  .I-* ::.rC. n .ru. < 
For convenience of notation. we put.  for a = m6, + n b 2 .  
. r ifa f 5. 
where i = 1.2. r172.12 f 2. 
Define 
Proposition 2.5.1 T h e  oni\.ersal central extension G ( 7 )  of t he  TICK algebra 
G ( 7 )  is spanned by the elements { s k ( r 7 ) .  n ( r ) .  C 1 ; ( p ) ) .  for i = 1.2. a E 5'. r E 
Z' = Zbl + Z6?. and p E .so. a n d  satisfy t h e  following relations 
( R l ) .  For 0 .7  S. 
( R 2 ) .  For a f z'. r E .5'. 
S.r*(c + r ) .  if a E 5'. 
2 Q ( ~ ) x * ( c r  + T ) .  if 0 @ -5'. 
(R3). For a . ~  E z'. 
(R-4). Ci(a). i = 1.2 are central. for a E So. and satisfy 
Proof. For ( R 1 ). we recall the  cornnlutation relation (2.2.2) 
lor .-I. B E . ;12(C) .  a. r E -5'. This implies that 
for g. 7 f 5'. and  
[ . r+(v ) . . r - (T ) ]  = CL 1. l.?rT + 2 < .rn..rr > . 
Let cr = ao+ti;. r = TO -6,  for some ao.ro E 5'". and i . j  = 0.1.2. (recall t ha t  
So = 0) .  By Proposition '2..1.3. we ha~.e 
Therefore. if a + r S. we have 
I f  r7 + T E 5'. we have 
as required.  
For ( (2)'). we divide the proof into two cases. 
- I T -  [ ~ ( c T ) .  .r*r .)] = [a :: .(."..I-& .: .'] = [. .I.*] :: . .z-. 
This  completes t he  proof of (R'2) .  
For iRi3). we divide the proof in to  three cases. 
Cases I .  If  a @ .S. T E 5'. we lm-e 
Case 3. If o. r E 5'. so we may assume t h a t  
lor some 'TO. TO E .So- and i. j = 0. I .  2 .  \j:e haw 
Finall!.. ( R 4 )  follows from Lemma 2.4.7 and Corollary 2.4.15. This completes the 
proof of th is  Proposit ion. 
Corollary 2.5.2 may rewrite the relations ( R 1 )- (  R4)  explicitly as follows: 
From ( R l ) .  we get 
[.r*(rn. n ) .  r * ( k .  l ) ]  = 0. 
[r+('lm + 1. 'Ln). r - ( 2 k .  21)] = n(2m + 'lk + 1. 'ln + 21) 
[ a ( 2 m 2 n  + 1). .r&'. 21 - l ) ]  = & 2 , r k ( 2 m  + 2 k .  211 + 21). 
[@rn + 1 .  'Ln). .r+('Lk. 2 l ) ]  = k'L.rk(2rn + ' lk  + 1 .  ' ln + ' I t ) .  
[ a ( 2 m  + 1.2r?).rk(2X: - l.")] = i 2 s k ( 2 n z  +"-.2n + "1). 
[n('Lm + 1 .2n) .  .rf (2k .  21 - I ) ]  = 0. 
[o (2m + 1.31 + 1) .  s&b. ? I ) ]  = 0. 
[n('Lrn + 1.22 + 1). s+ (2k  - 1.21)] = -.-)z*('Lrn + 2k. 272 + 21 + 1). 
[cr(2n2 + I. 2n + 1 ) .  r * ( 2 k .  '11 - l ) ]  = 2.ri(2m + 2X- + 1 .  ' ln + 21). 
From ( R3). we get 
[n('2m. 'Ln ). a ( 2 k .  2/)]  = S n ~ C ' ~ ( 2 m  + 2 k .  2 n  + 21) + SnC2('Lnl + 'A.. 2n + ' 1 ) .  
ss 
Finall>-. from (R4) .  ire get 
' ( 2 .  I ) .  for i = 1.2. are central. and n1C',(2172.?n) + r1C'~(2m. 2 n )  = 0. 
for a11 m. n E h.  
CI 
In fact. we can reformulate the above structure identities in terms of formal power 
series in commuting formal variables. For this purpose. we define formal power series 
in z iv i th  coefficients in &7). 
for rr2 E 2.  i = 1.2. 
Recall t h a t  we have Ci(j. n2) = 0 i f  jhi  + rnb? $ So. and s*( j . nt ) = 0 i f  jbl + mb2 6 
Proposition 2.5.3 The commutation relations. gken in Proposition 2.4.11. of 
G ( 7 )  are cornpletelv determined by the lollowving itlent i t  ies of formal power series 
I - - * .) - '> [ . r + ( z 1 . 2 m  + 1). x - ( z 2 .  2 ~ 2 -  1 ) ]  = -(ck(z2.  2m + 2 , 1 ) + a ( - z 2 .  2rn +L'n))(& ++ti(-+) 
-1 2 1 21 
- - 
- '? - 9 ( 2 )  [cr(zl. 2m). x*(z?. '2n - I ) ]  = 5 r * ( z 2 .  2m + 'Ln - l ) ( 6 ( 2 )  + 6(-2)). 
= 1 = 1 
- for n1.n E Z. i = 1.2. where Dz = ;,I. 
Proof. (2.5.2) is clear. For ( 2 . 5 . 3 ) .  we haw 
For (2.5.4). we ha\-c 
1 2 . 7  I -. - 9 
= -a(z2.2m + 'Ln - I )&(- - )  + 7n(-z2. ' ln1 + 2n - l ) b ( - z ) .  
-) = 1 - 2 1 
For ( 2 . 3 . 5 ) .  we have 
For ( 2 . 5 . 6 ) .  we have 
For (2.5.S). we have 
For (2.5.9).  we have 
For ('L..S.lO). we have 
For (?..?.I1 ). we have 
For (2.5.12). we ha\.e 
For (2..5.13). we have 
Finail?. for (2.5.1-4). we note that  
Chapter 3 
Vertex Operator Represent ation of the Univer- 
sal Central Extension of the TKK Algebra 
5 3.1 Introcluction 
In this chapter rve construct a I-ertes operator representation for the  universal 
central  estension G ( 7 )  of t h e  TIiIi algelxa G ( 7 ) .  \k start with a riondegenerate 
PI-en latt ice r to form a Heisenberg algebra 7 f .  \L*e constri~ct t h e  full Fock space 
\ - := ~ [ r ]  .I: S ( W )  .) .\( W -  ). where c[T] is a twisted group algebra with a two-cocycle 
: r x r - {rtl }. and .\(I&-) is the s tandard irreducible representat ion of a Clifford 
algebra W. Ck-e define vertex operators .rk(z. n ). o(z. n ). and C', ( z .  'Ln ). C2( z -  2n ). 
for n E Z. such that their component operators act on I '. Our main result says that 
these component operators span a Lie algebra which is isomorphic to J(7) .  
In t h e  nest section we first construct the full Fock space \ '. and then givc some 
hasic iclent i t ies of forrnal power series which we will make use of. \t'c close this sect ion 
I)!- s ta t ing  the  main result (Theorem Y.2.d j of this chapter. Sect ion :{.:I is tiel-oted to 
the proof of Theorem 3.2.S. In section 3.4 we give a graclation to G ( 7 ) .  \Tcr then 
extend the  w r t e s  operator representation of E ( 7 )  on I , -  to a representation of the 
estendet l  TICK algebra G ( 1 )  := G ( 7 )  3 D. where D = Cdl  + Cfl? [cf. ( ) ]  In 
t h e  final section. 53.5. we s t a t e  some corollaries of Theorem 3.2.d. which again give 
realizations of the toroidal Lie algebra of t ~ * p e  .-Il (with two variables) in bot ll the 
homogenerous and principal pictures. 
83.2 Fodi Space and [Prtes Operators 
Let n .  c. d and co he  s-mbols. We form a lattice r := Za + Zc + ~d of the  real 
vector space R T. with a nondegenerate symmtric  bilinear form I - .  - )  defined by 
setting 
( 0 . 0 )  = - L  = fc.d). 
and 
( a . ~ )  = ( 0 . d )  = ( c . ~ )  = ((1.d) = 0. 
We extend th i s  form hilinearly o\.er 43 to H := :T:z T. Let o ( r n  ). ~ ( 2 1 7 2 ) .  (i(2r-n) be 
a linear copy of ct. c. d respectivelj- for m E Z. Son* we form a Heisenberg algebra 
and its extension 
with t he  Lie proclucts 
For convenience. we set c(2n2 + 1 ) = 0 = d('Ln2 + 1 ) for n2 E Z. and define 
and a 2 ( m )  := n ( m )  - a l ( n 1 ) .  for rn E Z. h e  m a y e s t e n d  t h e  bil inear form (a:) t o  
ZnI + Za2 + Zc. by setting 
(a,. a,)  = 4&,. (0,. c )  = 0. 
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for i. j = 1.2. 
It is well known that H has an irreducible representation on the symmetric algebra 
S ( X - ) .  which is the polynomial algebra on variables a(k). c('LX-). and d('2k) for 
k F Z-. by setting co to act as $. c l ( - r n )  to act as multilication. and n ( m )  to act as 
a partial differential operator for which 
for nz. n E Z+. a. b E H.  
Let ~ [ r ]  be t h e  group algebra of the lattice T. with hasis of the form 6-1. for 7 E T. 
and  the multiplication e7eb' = c ( ~ . ~ ) F - ~ + '  for -/. I [  E r. where t : r x - {f) is the 
t wo-cocycle defined by set t ing 
-1. i f  (s. y )  = ( a .  c ) .  
€(.z-. g )  = 
I. otherwise. 
where s. 9 E (0. c. d}. and then estending to r x r by tiefining 
for nr,. n ,  f Z. 
Let L,. j E 2 + I be symbols. we form a Clifford algebra W with the generators 
j E '22 + 1 satisfying the relations didJ + djd, = -2Sl+j.0 for i .  j E '22 + I .  
\.e know that n' has a standard irreclucible representation on the esterior algebra 
.\(W- ) on the generators j < 0. with the act ion clefinecl b ~ .  
d, - 1  = 0. L - , . ~  = d-, A d. for j > 0. 
which also implies 
for i. j > 0. f .\(W-). 
Sow we form the full Fock space. 
a n d  estend the  actions of 7?. ~ [ r ]  and W t o  I- by defining 
as required. 
Set d2, = 0. for i E Z. \f,-e define a n  operator on .\( W -  ) ( also o n  \ * ) I,? 
for n E 'LZ. It  is clear that  T, is a n  well-defined operator on . \ (W- )  ( also o n  L). 
Proposition 3.2.2 \+-e have 
( i ) .  [ d J . T n ] = ( j + $ ) d J + . .  
m3--ttn ( i i  ). [ T m .  T n ]  = (172 - n )L+. + T&n+*.oco. 
where j E 2Z + 1. rn. n E 22. 
Proof. LVe prove this proposition by applying the technique from [KR]. Let \ h e  
a cut-off function on A defined by 
for E E R. Note that T,.&) is a finite summation over i if E f 0. and lim-o T&) = T,. 
The limit  is itnderstood to mean  that. for any given E . \ (W- )  (or I*). Tn(~).d = 
T,.; provided : sufficient I? small. Sow we prove ( i ) .  By the previous Lemma. we 
have 
This gi\-es ( i )  by let t ing : + 0. 
To show ( i i ) .  we need the follou-ing identity 
for n E 2Z+. which is eas>- to check. 
Noiv we prove ( i i ) .  By using ( i ) .  we have 
n where we ha\re used the transformations J = r - ; for t h e  first term. and  1 = i + ? for 
- - 
the second term. Xow we split the above summat ions  into four terms. and suppose 
n E 2Z+. (likewise for t h e  case n E -2N). 
1 mn r n - n .  n [Tm(<). T,] = - x(jY - - - -j J \ ( ( j  +- -)el 





Recall that  a ( m )  = a l ( m )  + a 2 ( m )  for rn E Z. We define. for 3 E Znl + Za2 + Zc 
where e s p  denotes the formal exponential power series. When Ei(.3. 2 )  is expanded 
into a formal Laurent series in z .  t h e  coefficients of ---I ( j  E i!) are operators o n  1,'. 
Lemma 3.2.3 Let zl. z2 be formal variables. we ha\-e 
Proof. we hare 
In addition to the formal exponential series notation e s p ( . r ) . w  stlall u s c  the fol- 
lowing fornlal power series as we tiid in C'linptcr I .  
for u E C. a n d  formal variable .r. where the symbol ( 2 )  is defined I)! 
for cr E C. k E  N. 
In fact. the above expressions obey the following standard rules. see [FLhI] 
(:3.2.S) log(esp(.r) ) = s. exp(log( L + or)) = 1 + c1.r. 
log((1 + ccir)(l + bir)) = log( 1 + ax) + log( l  + 63) .  log(1 + = blog(1 + ax) .  
for (i. 6 E C. and formal variable .r. 
In particular. we have 
Lemma 3.2.4 We have 
Proof. By (:3.2.9). we have 
I n  all cases. we have n,, = -i6i+J,o. Therefore. we obtain 
Lemma 3.2.5 Let ,9,. 3? f Za + Zc. we have 
Proof. we have 
as required. 
Lemma 3.2.6 Let .3 = .jl + .&. T = + 3. for .Il. i-, E hl + Zc. and .??. T? E 
. [ .3(z1) .  E- (T .  q)] = E-ir. - 2 )  + 
-? 
- kE2N+I ' - k € 2 Z +  ' I  
Proof. Recall t he  formal rules [cl. [FLSI]]. i f  [.y. 1'1 commutes w i t h  S and \-. 
and  
and n o t e  tha t  
This ant1 (:$.?.lo) git-e the  identity ( i ) .  Likewise. we can prove ( i i  J. SOLV. for ( i i i ) .  we 
This and (X'L.11) give the identity ( i i i ) .  
Sow we define the vertex operators which correspond to the fields C;( 2. L'n ). n ( z .  n ) 
and r + ( z . n )  of t h e  Lie  algebra G ( 7 ) .  for n  E Z. i = 1.2. [see Proposition .I..i.:l]. 
Zc  n&cr ,ncf a E - ( n c  & a. z )  E'(nc k a.  z ) .  if f '12, 
.r*(z. n )  = 
z E  ncf 9 ,ncf u 
- E - ( n c  f 0 2 .  -)I\'(=) E+(nc f o?. z ) .  i f  n  E ' 2 ~  i I.  
for n E 2. where the operator 2.' is defined by 
for .j f Zct + Zc. t -, - f :  rr i :  L ;. fI.: 
Strict l~.  speaking. the \-ertes operators. gi\-en in (3.2.12). are not operators on I.,.. 
hut  the i-ertes operators can be formally espanclecl into power series in :. and the  
coefficients of z' ( i  E Z )  are indeed operators acting on 1 -. 
Lemma 3.2.7 Let .jl- *?:! f Zo + Zc. Then 
This $1-es ( i ) .  Similarly. for ( i i ) .  we have 
as required. 
To close this section. we state the main result of this chapter. 
Theorem 3.2.8 The vertes  operators given by (3.2.12) satisfy the  commuta-  
tion relations (2.3.2)-(2.5.14). That is. the coefficient operators. acting o n  I * = 
~ [ r ]  :: S(31-) :; .\(I+'-). of t h e  vertes operators (32 .12)  span a Lie algebra which is 
isomorphic to the  universal central extension G ( 7 )  of t he  TKK algebra G ( 7 ) .  
53.3 Proof of Theorem 3.2.8 
To proof Theorem 3.2.S. we are required to check tha t  t h e  re r tes  operators given 
h!. (:1.2.12) satisfy all commutation relations (2.5,;)) t o  ('I..j.L-4) given in Proposition 
2.5.3.  In the proof. we will freely rise Lemma 1.5.1 of Chapter I .  Sow. wc will check 
t h c  relations one by one in the following order (2.3.11 ). (35 .12) .  ('1.3.l:l). (2.5.7 ). 
(2..5.S). (2..5.9). (?..j.lO). (2 . .3 . :3) .  (2.3.4)- ( 2 . 3 . 5 ) .  (2..5.6). (2..3.14) and (2..3.2). 
For (2.5.11).  r\pplj.ing Lemma 3.2.5. and Lemma 1.5.1. we have 
[ a ( z l .  'Ln2). n(z2 .  'In)] 
as required. 
For (2.5.12). Applying Lemma 3.2.6 and Lemma 1..5. 1. we have 
as required. 
For (2.5.13). By Lemma 3.2.6. ~ v c  haw 
From this. we obtain 
[ a ( z l .  '2rn + 
where 
Therefore. by Lemma 1.8.1. KC obtain 
BJ- Lemma 1 ..5.1. and note that 
we have 
Therefore. we obtain 
as required. 
For (2 .5 .7) .  By Lemma 3.2.6. Lemma 3.2.;  and Lemma 1 ..is 1. we have 
as req u i red. 
For ( 2 . 5 . 8 ) .  Similarly as in t he  proof (2.5.;). we have 
Therefore. we obtain 
as required. 
For (2.5.9). By ( 3 . 2 - 2 )  and Lemma 9.2.6. we have 
iv here 
Thus. 
[a(q. 2n1 + 1). . r k ( z 2 .  Zn)] 
as required. 
For (2.5.10). \Ve have 
where. By Lemma 3.2.3 
R ( ~ 1 . z ~ )  = 
Therefore. we have 
as required. 
For (2 .5 .3 ) .  By Lemma 3.2.6 and Lemma 3.2.:. we have 
Similarly. we have 
. r - ( z , .  2 n ) . r + ( z 1 -  ' L M )  
Therefore. we obtain 
[ .r+(zl .  2m).  .r-( z2 .  Zn)]  
where ( $)( 1 - $)-' - ( 3 ) (  I - 2)-" =( 06)( ) [see (3.'1.9)]. Thus this and  Lemma 
1..3.1 gil-e us 
[.r+( z l .  2rn) .  .r-(z?.  2 n ) ]  
For (2.5.4). .As the above case. we ha\-e 
Therefore. we obtain 
[ . r+ ( z1 .2??2 ) . . 1 -~~z2 .L '~1  - l ) ]  
where [cf. (:1.2.!1)] 
Hence. I,\- Lemma 1.li. 1. ivc obtain 
where ive have used t h e  fact: [,L*(- z 2 )  = - LL-(z?). 
For (2 .5 .5) .  We have 
Similarly. we have 
Therefore. we have 
[ . r + ( q .  2~71 + 1 ). . r - (z2 .  3 1  ) ]  
as required. 
For (2 .5 .6 ) .  \e-e have 
Thus. by Lemma 3.2.-! and Lemma 1.5.1. we obtain 
as reclui red. 
For (2.5.14). Mk have 
as required. 
To finish t h e  proof of Theorem 3.2.S. ~ v c  remain to check ( ' -5 .2) .  For this purpose. 
we clivide t h e  argument into three  cases 
( i ) .  [ . r*(z l .  2772 ). .r*(.z2. 2n I ]  = 0. 
( i i ) .  [ .r*(z l .  2nr). . r* ( z2 .  L'n - l ) ]  = 0 .  
( i i i ) .  [ . r+(z l .2n2  + l)..rk(z2.L'n - l ) ]  = 0. 
Proof of (i). Since 
as required. 
Proof of ( i i ) .  we have 
- 
- ') - ,? E-(( 'Ln - 1)c k 0 2 .  z2)1~1,.(z2)E+(2rnc k O .  z l )E+( ( 'Ln  - l ) c  k 0 ~ .  z 2 ) (  1  + -)( 1 - 2). 
2 1 = 1 
Similarly. we have 
.r*( z2.  2n - 1 ).rk( z l .  2 m )  
- _1z2C((2n  - 1  )C 2mc * < e ( ? m + ? n - l ) ~ f  o - 2 r n c h  _(Pn-l  I ~ f o  
- 2 - 1 - .? EV(2mc  & a. z l )  
- - 
Therefore. we obtain 
which completes the  proof of ( i i ) .  
Proof of ( i i i ) .  we have 
Therefore. this gires us 
where 
as required. where we haw used Lemma 3.2.3.  
Therefore. we complet etl t he  proof of Theorem 3.2.d. 
$3.4 Estencled TI\I\; Algel~ra 
Recall the z'-grading of t h e  TKIi algebra E ( I ) .  giwn I)). (2.4.1). We extend 
this  gradation to the ilniversal centrai extension c(7)  of the TIiIi algebra G ( 7 )  by 
letting 
e, 
- C Y  
-4 0 
1 rfJ - 
W U., "! 
The following two irlent ities (3.4.5) and (3.4.6) can be checked hj- a rolltine argu- 
ment. [cf. [GO]. [KR] or [IiMPS!] 
for rn . n E Z. where 
I.et dl  = Lo + To. [see ( 3 . 2 . 5 )  for t h e  definition of Tn].  Lie hai-e 
Lemma 3.4.1 \.i,-e have 
Proof. Since 
Set 
and Oo.o : = I :_' 1. 
Sow we prove this Lemma b ~ -  induction on k + l .  for k. 1 E N. The case for k+[ = 0 
is given by (3 .4 .7) .  Thus we may assume that b + 1 > - 1. 
If X. > 1. we have 
Similarly. i f  1 2 I .  we have 
as required. This completes t h e  proof of the Lemma. 
We apply Lemma 9.4.1 to define a 2-gradation on the  Fock space C-: 
If- = enaz I-". 
where Vn = { c  E I+'-/ dl.r  = nu} .  
Notice that. with this gradation. t he  operators a ( m ) .  c (m) .  d ( m )  and act on 
I,' with degree -m. for m E Z. Moreover. we have 
Lemma 3.4.2 Let v E r. Let 2 be any formal variable. Then 
Proof. Let e p  :!; n be an element of C' which is homogeneous of degree + m. f c x  
some m  f 2. LVe have 
This proves the first identity. The second identity is clear since both z"(') and d l  act 
as scalar multiplications on Lr. 
Proposition 3.4.3 Let S ( z .  m )  be any vertex operator given by (32.12). Then 
we have 
[dl. S ( z .  m ) ]  = D : X ( z .  m ) .  
for nz f Z. 
Proof. It is clear t ha t  the  result of this Proposition follo\vs from t h e  following four 
identities. 
[a1. E*(;. z ) ]  = D,E*(-,L z ) .  
where 3 f Za + ZC. 1 E Zw + Za2 + ZC. 
Storeover. it is easy t o  check the  identities (3.4.S). (3.4.9) and (3.4.11) by using 
(3.4.5) .  Proposition 3.2.2 ancl (3.2.10). To prove (3.4.10). we apply Lemma 3.4.2. a n d  
obtain 
The previous Proposit ion also gi~-e us 
Theorem 3.4.4 T h e  moment operators of t h e  \-ertes operators given hj- (3.2.12). 
- - 
and the  operators d l .  d2 := Sd(0)  .. span a Lie algebra which is isomorphic to t h e  ex- 
tended TIdi  algebra G ( 7 )  = G ( 7 )  D. 
53.5 Realizations of the Toroiclal Lie Algebra of Type A l  
Recall from Chapter  1 t ha t  t he  (homogenerous) toroiclal Lie algebra of type  .41 
with two variables is spanned by the following elements 
for nL. n E Z. with  t h e  following commutation relations: 
iR1) .  
. 5 m f n ( . 5 - 1  (1s). . ~ ~ l t ~ ( t - ~ d t )  are central. a n d  satisfy 
where 171.  n .  rill. 1122. n 1 . 1 ) ~  f Z. 
l~loreover.  Proposition 1.2.1 tells us t ha t  t h e  toroidal Lie algebra 6 contains  a 
proper subalgebra G I  which is isomorphic t o  G .  Indeed t h i s  subalgebra gi\-es t h e  
so  called principal toroidal Lie algebra of type .-Ll which we have studied in Chap te r  
I .  T h a t  is. G I  is spanned by the elements of the  form 
for m.n Z. mith t h e  commutation relations given by ( R l )  - ( R s ) -  
A s  consequences to Theorem X'L.S. we have t h e  following two corollaries: 
Corollary 3.5.1 The operators 
for i = 1.2. m. n E Z. acting on lr form a Lie algebra which is isomorphic to t he  
homogenerous toroidal Lie algebra of t j p e  .-I1 via the  homomorphism 01: 
Corollary 3.5.2 The operators 
( 2  2 + 1 n(?rn. ' ln) .  C ' , ( 2 n 2 * 2 r ~ ) .  
for i = 1.2. rn. r 2  E Z. acting on I -  form a Lie algebra which is isomorphic to the  
principal toroitlal Lie algebra GI of tj-pe .-I1 via the homomorphism 02: 
It is clear that the  elements 
for rn. n E Z. form a subalgebra. which we call &. of t h e  principal toroidal Lie  algebra 
of type . -Ll  spanned by t h e  elements 
for nz. n E Z. 
Theorem 3.2.5 also gives t h e  following result 
Corollary 3.5.3 The operators 
a(2m + 1 .2n) .  rr(m.2n + I ) .  C'J2n2.2n). 
for i = 1. '2. rn. n E Z. acting on I -  form a Lie algebra which is isomorphic to t h e  Lie 
algebra & above via t h e  homomorphism 03:  
for m.n E Z. 
Chapter 4 
Vertex Operator Represent ation for Toroidal Lie 
Algebra of Type Br 
54.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we stud! the vertex operator representations for the toroidal Lie 
algebra of type BI (1 2 3) .  \Ve will give two constructions of this algebra. 
( 1 )  In the  nest section we first set up  some notation and recall the root SJ-stem 6( Bl ) 
of the affine Iiac-bloody algebra B;" ( 1  >_ 3 ) .  i4:e also recall a presentation for t h e  
toroiclal Lie algebras of type -'[ for .\- = -4. B.. . . . G. which we will make use of. 
This presentation was discovered in [SIRI7]. In Section 4.:3 we start with an integral 
lattice Q which indeed contains the  af ine  root lattices Q( D!:)~ ) and Q( B; ' ) )  as sub- 
lattices. To define the full Fock space I - [see (-L.:3.6)]. we define a group algebra c[Q] 
of Q with the twisted multiplication ~ " c '  = ( ( 3 .  i )es j+ '  for .3.: E Q. where the map 
e :  Q x Q { K I  K-' = I ]  satisfies the 2-cocycle condition [see Lemma 4.:3.1]. l i e  
close this section with the main result. Theorem 4.3.6. of this chapter. Section 4.4 is 
devoted to  the proof of Theorem 4.13.6. It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.:3.6 
that indeed the Fock space ! - also afford a \*ertes operator representation of r he Clif- 
ford algebra W .  which is spanned I,! the elements dJ (j E 'LZ + 1 ) with the relation 
A?~.L; + LC;YI~ = -.)bl+J_O. ( i .  j E 'Lz + I ) .  \\-e summarize this resrdt in Theorem -1.5.2 
in Section 4..5. Finally. in Section 4.6 we give the second constrtiction of the toroidal 
Lie algebra of type BI [see Theorem 4.6.11. Here we directly introduce the  Clifford 
algebra W and its standard irreducible module .\( W -  ) into the  picture. In fact. this 
construction generalizes the Lepomsky- Primc construction of the level one standard 
module of B! ' )  [ LP I] to the toroidal case. 
54.2 Toroiclal Lie Algebra of Type Bl 
Let be the real Euclidean space ( 1  2 3 )  with inner product ( -. -) .  Let @( D::), ) 
be a root system of t h e  affine Kac-.\food- algebra D:::. We suppose that the form 
(-. ) is normalized so that (a. a) = 2 for all cr E @(D/ : ' ~ )  [cf. [Ii.'].[SIP]] . 
Let n(D::',) = {3;1 i = 0. l . . . . . l +  1) be n base of @(D;: '~) .  Let  T(D~:\ )  be the 
Dynkin diagram of o(D~:\). Thus T(D\:\) is 
Let O he the diagram automorphism of D::: of order 2 defined by 
(-I.Ll) ( 3  = 3 .  B ( 4 )  = 3/+, .  for i =0.  1 ..... 1 - 1. 
Let O = ~ f 2 ;  ni3; be the null root with no = L. Let d be a symbol. We form a vector 
space 
ni t  h t h e  extended SJ-rnmetric bilinear form ( - .  - )  : fb x Ho -+ C so that 
for i =  1.2 ..... i +  1. 
It is clear that t .  contains a nondegenerate integral lattice 
where 
I 
i = ( 3  + ( )  for i = 0. 1.. . . . l .  
- 
hloreo\-er. contains two sublattices 
( 1  1 - l + t  Q( Di+' ) = ~ ; , a Z 3 i -  
which are indeed the root lattices of the affine Lie algebras D!:)~ and B;') respectii-ely. 
Indeed. we tiwe [cf. [K2] or [&1P]] 
Lemma 4.2.1 The set @(B\") := { + ( . 3  + 0(.3))1 .I E 8( D::'~ ) }  form a root 
system of the affine Lie  algebra B;')  with base { a t  1 I' = 0.1.. . . . I } .  .\loreo\-er. the 
corresponding Dynkin diagram of @( B:'))  is 
33, Set nl/ = for 0 5 j 5 I .  and .-I,, = (oi.o,Y) for i. j = 0. 1.2.. . . . i. Then 
(~1, .ill ) 
-4 = (.-L,,)!.,=, is an intlecomposahle C'artnn matrix of affine t\-pe U e  denote 1))- 
( 1 )  
and Qs thesetsofall long and short roots respecti\,elyin the root system @(Bi 1. 
Then. we ha\-e t hc following properties: 
( a ) .  If  n .  .j E ( D L .  then j(n.. j) l  5 '2. and moreover i f  ( 0 . 3 )  > 0. o + .) @ 4 : i f  
( a .  3 )  = -1. a + .j E ( D L :  i f  (a. 3 )  = -2. .3 = -a. 
( h ) .  If n E Q r .  .j E Qs. then  I (a.  . j ) I  5 1. Moreover. i f  ( a .  .j) 2 0. o + .j @ @: if 
( c ) .  If  a.  .3 E as. then ;(a. 3)1 5 1. Moreover. i f  (n .  3 )  > 0. u + . j  @ @: if 
(a. .?) = 0. then either n + .1 E aL  or a + ,3 @ a: i f  (a. -3) = -1. .3 = -n. 
Generally. suppose .-I = (.-I,,)!.,,=o is an indecomposable Cartan matris of affine 
t ~ - p e  .\;jl) ( X  = .-I. B.. . . . G ) .  where .i=(.-li,)!.,=, is of finite type .Y1. Let 8 = G(.-I). 
and = ~(-i) be t h e  corresponding affine and finite Lie algebras respectively. 
Let L(.-l) be the Lie algebra over c with the following presentation: 
Generators: c. aY(k). x k ( i a i ) .  where i = 0.1.. . . - 1 .  k E Z. 
Relations: 
( R I ) .  [c .  C L ~ ( I : ) ]  = 0 = [c. sk(f ni ) ] .  
( 2 ) .  [av(k) .  a y ( r n ) ]  = X.(nu. ay)Sk+,.oc. 
( 3 )  [ a y ( k ) .  .rm(&a,)] = &(a;. aJ).r,+n(rtaj). 
9 - ( - 1 ) .  [ I . ~ ( c ~ ~ ) . - ~ ~ ( - c I ~ ) ]  = -6;, {ny (m  + n )  + -m'm+nO~) (at,.>l) * 
(R.5). [s, ,(a;).  rn(ai)] = 0 = [ ~ , ( - n i ) .  .r,(-a;)]. 
for all i. j = 0. 1.. . . -1.  and 6.  m. r l  E Z. 
Then. we ha\-e 
Proposition 4.2.2 [ser [.\I RY]] The Lie algebra L ( 4  is t he i~ni\-ersal central 
extension of :: C[B. -5-l .  t .  t-'1. That is. C( -4) is isomorphic to the toroiclal Lie algebra 
of type .Y, (in two variables). where .\* = -4. B. . . . . C;. 
a 
-4s t~efore. we describe the  relations ( R3I-(R.5) in terms of fornlal power series 
iclcntities. 
Proposition 4.2.3 Lct z .  I[. 2 2 . .  . . bc formal i-ariables. Let 
L E P  
Then the relations (R4)-( RS) can be described by t h e  following formal power series 
identities 
[?l(ai.  2,). . . -\;(a;. z? ) .  .f-(a,. z ~ ) ]  = O 
[X(-0 , .  q,). - - - . X(-ot. z 2 ) .  r-(-Ck]. zl ) ]  = 0 if;. 
where p = - -4,; + 2. 
Proof. The relation ( R3)  follotvs from the identit>- (4.2.4) I,- equating the coeffi- 
cients of z-". while the relation (R4)  follows from the identity (4 .2 .5)  by equating the 
coefficients of z;" z,". Finally. the relation (R.?) follorvs from t h e  identities in (4.2.6) 
by equating the  coefficients of z ; " ~ ; "  for t he  first part of (4.2.6) and the coefficients 
of z;" for the  second part. 
54.3 First Construction of the Toroiclal Lie Algebra of Type Br 
M-e define a Lie algebra 
(4.:3.1) 'Flu = (ekEZ H O ( k ) )  + CC. 
for a collection of linear copies Ho(k)  of Ho[see (-1.'1.'2)] for A. E Z. irith the Lie product 
( -13.2) [ n (m) .  j ( n ) ]  = m(o. .j)E,,+,,.uc. 
[7&* c] = 0. 
for CL. .) E Ho. n7. n E Z. 
It is clear that ";lo contains a Heisecberg subalgebra of the form 
Let ~ ( 6 ,  ) he t h e  standard irreducible ";lo-moclule with the  action of fro on the 
symmetric algebra S(%) defined by setting c to  act as 1. a ( - m )  to act as multipli- 
cation and a ( m )  to act as partial differential operator for which 
where m . n  E Z+. u.b E Ha 
Sow w e  want to define a n  integral lattice Q so that i t  will contain the affine 
root iattices of B:" and D;:: as sublattices. \\.ith this lattice Q we will define t h e  
full Fock space I.* (see (4.:3.6)]. which affords representations for the toroidal Lie 
algebras of both type BI and type Dl+I by vertes operators. For this purpose we let 
Q = + ~ ? ~ z c I ,  c r. LVe define a map 6 : Q x Q + { K I  C' = I }  by setting 
I I .  i f O < i < j s l .  e(n,.n,) = ( - 1 ) ( d a + c ' t ) - L .  i f  0  5 i = j 5 1. ( - 1 p-~l,) . i f O < j < i < f .  
~(0;. ) = 1 = e(al+,. a , ) .  for i = 0.  I . .  . . - 1  - 1. 
+l.al+I) = = ~ ( c r ~ , ~ .  a [ ) .  +11+~.  a[+* ) = 1. 
a n d  such that 
Lemma 4.3.1 The map c: Q x Q -+ { K I  h--' = I }  is a two-cocyclt. on th r  integral 
lattice Q .  That is 
( 1  In particular. i f  we restrict c o n  the root lattice Q( Dl+, ). t hen  c gives the usual 2- 
and 
for nr*. n, E ~ . [ c f .  (-L.2.3)] 
Corollary 4.3.2 If we restrict the map c on the  root lattice Q( B; ')) .  t hen  e defines 
and 
for mi. n, E Z. 
In particular. we have 
for i.j =0 .1  ..... 1. 
A s  usttal. we form a group algebra c[Q] with base elements of the  form c ? .  7 E Q. 
a n d  t he  twisted product 
for 7 . 7  E Q. 
It is clear tha t  c [Q]  contains two subalgebras c[Q( D ~ Z ]  and c[Q( B:')!. 
Define the  Fock space 
and extend the  action of fi0 t o  t h e  space I- by defining 
for a E Ho. nl E Z+. and e7 :I;  tr  E V. 
( 1  Remark The Fock space I contains the subspace I ( D l +  ) := C[Q( D::: ) ]  .I: 
~(";li). which is the Fock space used in [SIR)-1. 
For 3 E Q. we define the vertex operator 
in ( ~ n d ) [ [ z f .  d l ] .  where 
and the operator z" is ciefined by 
Formall>-. we may expand the \-ertes operator I-(.) .  2 )  into formal power series in 
1 
- 
- I - -  
for .3 E Q. 
Recall that a*. 0 1 . .  . . .o l_ l .  nl + n l + ~ .  nl - nl+l form a base of the root svstern 
9( D::: ) of the affine Lie algebra D;:)~ [see (4.2.:3)]. Therefore. from [hIRY]. we have 
Proposition 4.3.3 The moment operators ,y,(nl+nl+l ). y , (o l -n l+l  ) and !/,(a, j 
( 1  for i = 0. 1. . . - 1  - 1. m E Z. on I - (also on I '( Dl+, 1). generate a Lie algebra which is 
isomorphic to the toroidal Lie algebra of type (in two variables) for 1 2 3. 
0 
In order to give a representation of the toroidal Lie algebra of type Bl on the Fock 
space C'.  we first study some properties of the  vertex operators I ' ( '3 .z)  for 3 E Q.  
Lemma 4.3.4 For 0. .3 f Q. w e  have 
in (End)[[---'. tr]] .  and 
Proof. It is standard to prove the above identities by applying (4.3.2) .  (4.3.5).  (4.3.S) 
and the  formal rule: 
i f  [.V. 1-1 commutes with .Y and I * .  
C] 
For convenience. we adopt the notation of normal ordering rules defined in Section 
1 .i [cf. [FL!d]]. but here allowing the indices i. j to range through $z. We also define 
- 
normal ordering for noncommut ing espressious involving t" anti z" by 
.-. 
-- , ~ k t J -  . .3 . -. . JE l .>  . - 
lor n. 3 E Q .  
Sow. we can rewrite the vertex operator I-(.). z )  [see ( 4 . 3 . T ) ]  as follo~vs 
\L'e also define 
: Y ( a .  z ) F ( . ? .  t r )  : 
(o..t+J) ( j .ot31 
- - [L' ,+LC> 
 
.. rc . 'E-(0 .  z )  E - ( 3 .  w )  Ef (0. z )  E'(.3. t c ) .  
Cnder this normal ordering. we have the commut.at ive relation 
(4.3.12) : Y ( o .  z ) Y ( . j .  w) :=: Y( 3. w)Y(a. z )  : 
and 
(4-3.13) lim : l,-(n. z) l ' - ( .3 .  w )  : 
1L.- : 
I n.a+3)  ( . 3 . a + 3 )  
- - 
_ 2 - 2 ~ " + J - " - J E - ( ~ .  -  Z )  E-( :3 .2)  E+(o. Z )  E'(3. Z )  
1.3s 
= ,'-(a + 3.  z ) .  
From ( 4  - 3 . 1  1 ) and Lemma 4.3.4. we conclude 
Proposition 4.3.5 For cr. .J; E Q. we ha\-e 
In what follu~vs. we want to show that t h e  Fock space 1' also afford a represen- 
tation for the toroidal Lie  algebra of type &. For t his purpose. n-e clef ne t he vertex 
operators. for ni E a( B; ' ) )  c Q 
.-1s before. we ma>- formallj- espand S ( n i .  z )  into power series to obtain 
for i = 0 . 1  ..... 1. 
Recall that . j l  = n l + n , + l .  . j rc l  = n r - ~ l + ~  antl 3; = n,  lor 0 5 i 5 1 -  1. \\:esee 
( 1 )  that the moments operators .r,(n,) for 0 5 i 5 1 act also on I - (  Dl,, ). 
Sow. we state the main result of this chapter 
Theorem 4.3.6 The moment operators s , (n ,  ). rn E Z. i = 0. I . .  . . . 1. acting on 
I ' (also on I,*( D!:'~ ) ) .  generate a Lie algebra which is isomorphic to the toroidal Lie 
algebra (in two 1-ariables) of type Bl for 1 2 3. 
$4.4 Proof of Theorem 4.3.6 
Recall tha t  {no. n l .  . - . . a,} form a base of the root system @( B,!') ) [see Lemma 
-1.2.lj. antl 01 is the only short simple root of B,!'). Sow. 1r.e first s tudy  the structure 
of the vertex operator .Y(a l .  z ) .  
By (-L.3.T). (-L.3.5;. and note that (ar .  = 0. we have 
IV here 
(-1.4.2) 
in ( EnclL-[[z. Y']]. 
Let &2,+1 for j E Z he  the operators. on  I-'. defined hy the espansion of I,\.-( z ) .  
tha t  is 
Then. we have 
Lemma 4.4.1 The operators {d2i+L ) j E I  acting on I -. satisfy t h e  follon-ing rela- 
t ion 
For i. j E 42 + 1. Hence W := span, Id). ) E EZ + x] forms a C'liffortl algebra. 
Proof. Recalling (4.X'i). we write W ( z )  as follows 
Thus. by (-M.L'2 j. Proposition -L.3.5. and the fact: r ( ~ ( + ~ .  ni+l) = 1. we ha\-c 
Therefore. by symmet rx. we obtain 




W ( z l ) ~ L - ( z 2 )  + TI-(z2)L\ , - (z1)  = - 'Lz2b(+.  
= 1 
Finally. if ive ~ v r i t e  both sides of the above identity in to  power series in - 1  and z2. 
and equate t h e  coefficients of z;'z.YJ for i. j E Z. we obtain 
for i. j E 'LZ + 1 . as required. 
Before we start to prove Theorem -1.3.6. we state some basic identities. First we 
note that  (a. ) = 0 for all a F @(f3j1)). thus we can easily check the following 
relations. for ct E @(B, ( ' ) )  
[fa. I t - ( z ) ]  = 0 = [zL1* IC-(z)l. 
Therefore. by t h e  definition of .Y(cri. 2).  and (4.4. I ). we have 
for i  = 0. 1 . .  . . . I  - I .  and 
For simplicity. we set 4; = biV0. for i 22. and set 
Therefore. w e  have 
f o r a l l i - 0 . 1  ..... 1. 
Lemma 4.4.2 if a. .jr E aL .  then 
where 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.3.4. 
where 
Proof. Since n E QL. .3 E Q S .  we have 
Siniilarlx. we have 
as required. 
Lemma 4.4.4 Let 0. .j E Q5.  Then 
(4.4.10) [X(ct. = I  ). X(3. z ~ ) ]  
- E~1+.3_cl - I  -? _ J  E - ( a .  z l ) E - ( 3 .  z 2 )  R ( z I .  4 E f  ( a .  z1)E ' (3 .  z r ) .  
where 
as required. 
Proposition 4.4.5 S u p p ~ s e  a E OL. -3 E @. and satisfy 
(a .  3 )  = - 1. € ( o -  3 ) € ( . i  a) = - 1. 
Then 
Proof. Cle tli\+ide t h e  proof into two cases. First. we assume t h a t  3 E ar .  Then. by 
Lemma 1 - 4 2 .  we have 
where 
Therefore. we obtain 
where we have used the fact that  (a + -3. ct + .3) = '1. This completes the proof of case 
Now. we assume that 3 E as. Then. by Lemma 4.4.3. we have 
iv here 
Therefore. we obtain 
- 
- '> 
= € ( G .  .j)*Y(a + 3. ~ ? ) 6 ( ~ ) .  
2 1 
where we have used the fact that (0  + 3. n + 3 )  = 1. and 11,,+~(z~) = I+'(zl) .  This 
completes the proof of this proposition. 
Proposition 4.4.6 Suppose a .  .? E as. and satisfy ( n .  3 )  = 0. ~ ( 0 .  . j )c( .j. 0)  = 
- 1 . Then 
Proof. By Lemma 4.-1.4. we lm-e 
where 
Therefore. we obtain 
where we have used t h e  fact that ( n  + .3. n + 3 )  = 2 . 
Proposition 4.4.7 Suppose a E OL.  .I E a. and satisfy (n .  3 )  2 0. € ( a .  314 .I. a )  = 
Proof. On account of Lemma 4.-1.2 and Lemma 4.-4.3. we see t h a t  t h e  resul t  of this  
Proposit ion follows from t h e  following itlent it! 
0 
XGW. we prove Theorem -4.3.6 by applying Proposition 1.2.2. I t  is clear that the 
relat.ions ( R1 ) and ( R 2 )  follow from the Heisenberg relation (-1.3.2). To check t h e  
relation (R3). we are going to prove ( 4 2 . 4 ) .  That is 
First. we assume that k = 0. R-e have 
This gives (4.2.4) for the  case k = 0 as recluired. 
?;ow we assume tha t  X- E Z+. \Ve ha\-e 
Bj- applying the formal rule (3.2.10). we hai-e 
and  
Therefore, we obtain 
[nY(k). Y(&a,. I)] 
= ( n Y .  f a j ) z " e f a ~  --*a J E - ( *  a,. Z ) I , ~ ; , , ( Z ) E + ( * ~ ~ .  Z )  = * (nY.a,)zkX(+aj. z ) .  
149 
as required. 
Similarly. we can p r o w  (-4.2.4) lor t he  case k E Z-. This completes the  proof of 
(4.2.4). I\-hich gives t h e  relation ( R 3 ) .  
Now. n-e check the  relation ( R-1) bj. proving (-4.2.5).  That is 
First. we consider tho case for i # j .  S o t e  tha t  El,(" has only one short simple root. 
thus.  a t  least. one of t h e  roots in {a,. a,} is a long root. Therefore. (4.2.5) follows 
from Corollary 4.3.2 and Proposit ion 4.4.7. 
Now. we assume that  i = j. divide t h e  argument into t t w  cases by assitming 
a ,  E aL. or C L ,  E Qs'. 
If a ,  E 9L.  then by Lemma 4.4.2. and noting that  
we obtain. from this and (4.4.7) 
as required. where we have used Lemma 1.5.1. 
If  cri E as. u-e note that 
where 
But in all cases. we ha[-e 
Therefore. ive obtain 
and. by Lemma 4.4.4 
as required. where we have used Lemma 1.3.1. This completes t h e  proof of the relation 
m4)- 
Finally. we prove the relation (R.5) bj- checking the identity (4.2.6). First. i f  
a; E ar .  then i t  follows from Proposition 4.4.7 that 
I f  a,  E Qs. then the  above identit?. follows from Lemma -1.-1.4 and the following fact 
w 1 
= -%(a,.  n,)z2(zl - 3)b ( - - )  = 0. 
= 1 
Likewise. one can prow the itlentit- [.Y(-0;. z l ) .  .%-(-ai. z 2 ) ]  = 0 bj- a similar argu- 
ment as above. Thus  we have completed the proof of the first itlentit>- in (R5) .  
Sow. we check the  last two identities in (4.2.6). that  is 
[.U(n,. z , ) .  . . . X(cri.  a ) .  .Y(nJ .  q)] = O 
[ S - n i .  2,) .  - - . S( -a , .  z 2 ) .  -Y(-oJ .  - 1  ) ]  = 0 1 i f i  
where p = -.dji + '1. 
Since i f j .  and Ell1) has only one short simple root. then. one of the roots in 
(0;. ctj] is long. We divide the proof of (4.4.11) into two cases. 
Case 1. If ai E aL .  a ,  E and i # j .  
In t h i s  case. we have (a, .o,)  = Oor -1. But.  i f  ( a , . ~ , )  = 0. then p = -.-\,,+:! = 2. 
antl (4.4.11 ) follorvs from Corollar~ -4.32 and Proposition 4.4.7. If (a;. a, ) = - I. then 
2('-r, .'I, ) p = -A,, +'L = - ( a , . ~ , )  i 2 = 3. Thus. by Corollary 4 - 3 2  and Proposition 4.4.5. we 
have 
[-Y( f 0;. z ~ ) .  [- \ i (k~; .  z?) .  .\-(~CL,. ~ l ) ] ]  
where. by using of Proposition 4.4.7 
as a, + n, E QL. and ( & a i .  f ( a ,  + a , ) )  = 2 - L > 0. This completrs t h c  proof of case 
I .  
Case 2 I f  n,  c as. a, E aL .  
In this case. rye h a w  ( a , . ~ , )  = 0. or -1. -4s in Case 1. i f  (a , .oJ )  = 0. then p = 2 
antl (4.4.11) follows from Proposition -1:l.i. If  ( c r ; . ~ , )  = -1. then p = 4. Thus. by 
Proposition -4.-k.p5. we ha\-e 
= ? C ( f  a t .  k ~ J ) C ( * ~ i *  &(a; + a , ) ) [S( f  ni. ~ a ) .  X(&(2a, + a,). z l ) ] 6 ( ~ ) b ( ~ ) .  
23 2.1 
rvhich equals zero by using of Proposition 4.4.7. since '2ni + oj E aL.  and ( a ; .  ?ai + 
aj) 2 0. 
Therefore. we have cornplctetl the proof of Theorem -1.3.6 
54.5 Vertex Operator Representation of the Clifford Algebra 
w 
t hus. this gives 
here  H(r1) is n linear copy of ?I = (3!,1~fi,) 5 ~ d .  for n E Z. 
From (4.5.1) and (4.5.2). we have 
I. {c[Q( B; ' ' ) ]  ^; c [ z ~ ~ + ~ ] }  -) { ~ ( f i - )  -1 S ( C ~ G ,  ) } 
2 c [ ( ) (B ; ' ) ) ]  .I: ~ ( f i - ) ]  .f  {C[Z~\,+~] .; S(C~, ,  ) } .  
Therefore. we obtain 
Lemma 4.5.1 T h e  operators cal.  z a g .  for i = 0.1.. . . . I .  act only on C [ Q (  B: '))] .  
the operators LZ~,+ I ,  for j E Z. act only on  { c [ z ~ I + ~ ]  3 S(CaG,)}. and E'(a.2). for 
o E act only on t h e  syrnrntric algebra ~ ( f i - ) .  
Recall that 
and the operators d,. ( j  E 2 + L ). are defined by 
Thus. from Lemma 4.5.1 and Lemma -1.-!. I. we have 
Theorem 4.5.2 The  vector space C [ Z ~ [ + ~ ]  :5: S(Col,, ) affords a representation of 
t h e  C'lifford algehra W .  which is spanned by the elements d,. ( j  E 2Z + 1 ) .  and such 
that  dLd, +- d,dl = --16i+J.U for i. j E 2 + 1. by the vertex operator C t V (  z )  defined b\- 
$ 4 5  Second Construction of the Toroiclal Lie Algebra of Type 
The first construction of t h e  toroitlal Lie algebra of tl-pe Hi given in Section 
-1.:3. suggests a direct construction of t h i ~  Lie algebra hj. irnmediatelj- introducing 
t h e  Clifford algehra n' and its standard irreducible moclule into the picture. This 
const ract ion indeed generalizes t h e  Lepowsky-Primc construct ion [ L  P I]  of t h e  level 
one standard rnotlulc of B,(" to the toroitlal case. 
Let B = I!=, uia, be the null root with n o  = 1 of t h e  nffine Lie algebra B/') .  CVe 
assume that the notation is chosen so that ao. n I .  . . . . or- are long roots. is short 
in a( B:"). 
Let r = Q(B[')) @ Zd. where d is a symbol. I\+ extend the symmetric form ( - . - )  
to hilinearly by defining 
(-4.6.1 ) ( d .  4 )  = 1. ( d .  d )  = 0 = (d .  ai). 
for i = L. 2.. . . .i. and extending bilinearly. 
Let H = c :LZ r. and  extend t he  form (- .  - )  t o  H so that  it is C-bilinearly. Thus 
the form (.. - )  defines a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on t h e  vector space 
H.  Let H ( n )  b e  t h e  linear copy of H by a ( n )  - n for a E H. n E Z. 
\\re define a vector space 
where c is a symbol.  \Ve equip fi with an  anticornrnutitive multilication [-. .] : f i x f i  -+ 
7? by defining 
[c. 7i] = 0. 
for n. .3 E H. X.. rn E Z. Then 7? forms a Lie algebra which contains a Heisenberg 
subalgebra 
Let s(G-) be  t h e  synrne t r i c  algebra o n  % := - + - k E l - H ( ~ ) ) .  Then 7? has a s tan-  
dard irreducible representation on s(%-) h ~ -  requiring r. acts as I .  u ( - r n )  acts as 
mutiplication operator.  and  a ( / , ) )  acts as differential operator for which 
for m.n E Z+. a .  b E H.  
Let c : Q( B:')) x Q(B\ ' ) )  + (311) h e  t h e  map defined in C'orollar>* 4.3.2. tha t  is 
1. i f  i < j .  
. i f ; = ; .  
. i f  i > j. 
for x, rnia;. xi n,a; E Q( B ; ~ ) ) .  Thus r satisfies t he  2-cocycle condition 
for n. .3.; E Q(B,(") .  In particular. we have 
I-sing t. we define a twisted group algebra C[Q(  B/ " ) ]  of the additive group Q( B;')) .  
with  base elements of the form E O  for a E Q( B: ' )) .  and the multiplication 
for a. 3 E Q ( B / ' ) ) .  
Let W be t h e  Clifford algebra with generators &, for i E 2 + 1. and the relation 
for i . j  E 2 t  + 1. 
.-\s in C'hapter I .  we let .\(W-) be t h e  exterior algebra on the generators &; for 
i E 2- + 1. Then .\(W-) gi\-es the standard irreduciable module of the  C'liffortl 
algebra kt'. with the act ion defined h- 
for j E 'lN + 1. and U: E .\(W- j. These also irnpl?. 
for i . j  E 2N + 1. 
.As in Chapter 1 and Chapter 3. wc put  
Sow we form the  full Fock space 
n(O).es' :3, u :I: = ( a .  7 )tar :I: 1f :3 s. 
t L' , E -' -_. * = '*+-, .-. .- 
. . € (n .  7 )e  .LA 11 .: A'. 
If .€ ' tl :: ** = €-I :: 1L ,: p.*-. 
for cl E H . n  E Q(B\')) .  p E W .  rn E Z \ ( 0 )  and  t' :: ir :I: L E -11. 
To get a representation of t h e  toroidal Lie algebra C(.-l) of type BI by vertex 
operators on the  Fock space .\I. \re define t he  vertex operators as f o l l o ~ ~ s  
for n E Q ( B / ' ) ) .  where 
and the operator zL' is defined Ily 
for c-' .f. 11 :,, E .\I. 
It is clear that .  i f  (n. n )  E 'LZ. then [ci. (-1.6.11 ) I  
Therefore. i f  (a. a )  E '22. t hc vertcs operator (4.6.14) can he  written as follotrs 
In particular. we have 
iv here 
We may formally espand the vertex operator .Y(a. z )  into formal power series of 
t h e  form 
where the moment operators x . , ( n ) .  for rn E Z. act on .\I. 
Repeating t h e  arguments as in Section 4.4. one can easi1~- see t h e  follo~ving result 
is true. 
Theorem 4.6.1 The Lie algebra !(.-I) of the operators on  .\I generated by the 
moment operators .r,,(c\;). i = 0. 1.. . . . i .  nl E Z [cl. (-1.6.lS)j gives a representation 
of t h e  toroiclal Lie algebra of type BI ( i n  two 1-ariables) for 1 2 3 .  
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